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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
CHAP'flm I 
INTRODUCTION 
The church carries on its program of Christian Education in 
many ways o Some of these ways have been used by the church for 
centuries, but many new and more effect ive ways are constantly being 
developed to help the church carry on its vital ministry. One of these 
relatively new movements upon the stage of church hi story is the orga-
nized camping movemento This agency is rapidly becoming one of the 
church's moat effective means of Christian Education. lmny church 
leaders are agreeing that •ta few weeks spent in a well-organized 
summer camp might be of more value educationally than a. whole year 
of formal school work, oooo 111 
Io THE PROBLEM 
As camping continues to grow as a vital part of the Christian 
Education p~ogram in the church, camp leaders are constantly seeking 
new and better tools to perform a more effective job. The church has 
been quite active in developing the program of camping for young 
people but has seemingly ignored the children. It wasn't until t he 
19308 s that any rapid advances lvere made in junior camping., Conse-
quently, any development in the camping movement f or juniors has been 
carried on by secular agencies. These programs are very excellent,. but 
1 John A,. Leadlie and F. W o Holbein, Camp Counselor' s M.anual, 
(New York: Association Press, 1958), p,. 5. 
3 
they do not fully meet the need of the church camp, since the primary 
emphasis of the ohu~ch camp should be evangelism and the secular agency 
camps do not stress this area at all. Therefore, a need has developed 
for an effective program of junior camping that may be used by those 
churches wishing to r~ve the evangelistic objective as their primary 
motive. Some good programs of junior camping have been developed by 
the church organizations, but the writer feels , that all of them do 
not emphasize the element of evangelismo 
Statement of ~ Problem 
The purpose of this study was to structure a church camping 
program for juniors with a genuine evangelistic emphas is and a real 
outdoor camping experienceo In order that this pu~Jose might be accom-
plished it was necessary to discover (1) why junior camping is an 
important part of the Christian Educat ion program of the church, 
(2) what type of camping program would be necessary for churches 
endeavoring to win the camper to Christ, and (3) how would such a 
program be set up and executedo 
Importance £! ~ Study 
The importance for the development of an effective program of 
junior camping for the eva~gelistically minded church is quite evident 
when one realizes thatt 
Camping provides a creat ive educational experience in co-opera-
tive group living in the out-of-doors. It utilizes the resources 
of the natural surroundings to contribule significantly to mental, 
physical, social, and spiritual growth. 
1Lewis c. Reimann, ~he Successful Camp, (Ann Arbor: The Univer-
sity of Michigan Press, 1958). P• 3. 
The value of such a program to the church is immeasurablao Further 
proof for the importance of having a good program of church camping 
for juniors is exemplified by t he following statement from the CamE 
Director's Handbook. 
Take a crowd of normal young people o Plant them for six or 
seven days in an outdoor setting--by a lake, a river, or up in 
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the mountains--close to the f ace of natura. Provide carefully 
planned things for them to do, see, and lea:rn--and an unexcelled 1 opportunity for evangelism and Christian life instrQction is yours o 
imother reason why this study is important is that mos t pro-
grams of chur ch camping for juniors that have been developed have 
failed to emphasize the evangelistic element, so tremendously vital to 
the life of the churcho Or, if evangelism has been emphasized, then 
it h -s been done so at the expense of robbing the child of a true 
outdoor camping experience and giving him something that he could j ust 
as wel l have recieved in the local churcho The write r feels that a 
true camping experience of outdoor living can be carried on by the 
church for the junior and still have evangelism as the major emphasis 
of the progr amo 
I,imitations E.f. ~ Stud.y 
It was impossible in this study to go into all the dete.ils 
involved in setting up a camp program for juniors o One cannot antici-
pate all the problems that will arise until the program is actually put 
into operation for a parti cular camp o .An attempt has been made in this 
study to give jus t general stP...tements that would apply to all churches 
1
cemp Director ~ s Hand"book, ( Wheaton a Scripture Press Foundation, 
1959), P• 3. 
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in developing a junior campe The study has also been limited mainly 
to t he development of progra~ content f or t he campo The other areas 
such as the camp site and c&~p staff have been discussed somewhat f or 
the purpose of establ ishing a basis for the program as advocated i n 
this stud.yo It was felt that the study be limi ted to the area of 
progra~ development f or a camp with an evangelist ic emphasis since that 
is where it differs with the organization of the secular agency camp. 
Because the church camp is able to use the tecr~iques of the secular 
camp in the areas of publicity, admi nistration, etc.,, these sub j ects 
have not been covered in this study .. 
!Io DEPINI'l'ION O!i' T.bmMS USED 
The Junior 
The program in this study has been set up f or the junior age 
camper.. This would include boys and girls who are in grades f our to 
six in school or are nine to twelve years of age o Children of this 
age all seem t o have about the same interests and needs and therefore 
woul d best fit together in a camping situationo 
grganized Camping 
A distinction needs t o be made between organized camping and 
just camping out. Organized camping refers to "an educational venture 
which provides the partic ipants with opportunities for work, recreation, 
and social living in an outdoor group setting. 111 
A further classification of what is meant by organized camping 
1 Revel Ao Benson and Jacob A. Goldberg, The Camp Counselor, 
{New Yorkr McGraw-Hill Book Company Inc., 1951) , p .. 1. 
would be the definition given by the American Camping Association 
which states : 
Organized Resident Camping is an experience in group living 
in a natural environment~ It is a sustained experience under the 
supervision of trained leadership. 
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Camping provides a creative educational experience in oo-op:er ... 
ative group living in the out-of-doors. It utilizes the resources 
of the natural surroundings t o contrib¥te significantly to mental, 
physical, social and spiritual growth., 
Church Camping 
Church camping would differ only in its purpose from the 
definition of organized campinge Reiman states: 
The central purpose of religious camps is to provide a.n atmos-
phare and condition in which every camper may have a vital reli-
gious experience, especially as he sees counselors2apply the 
teachings of their religion to everyday camp life. 
Church camping would best be defined in the follo ing manne.r .. 
To a young person, summer c~~ping is a wonderful game, full of 
fun and learning new skills, full of fellowship and adventure, full 
of opportunities to gain the acquaintance of the God whose hand 
shaped the trees, the skies, t he lakes--and to know better His Son ~ 
Jesus Christo 
To those who lead camping, it is a program to help the home 
and church build sound Biblical principles into the characters and 
minds of their young people., 
Above all--and most wonderful--camp is the place where thousands 
have found the assurance of personal ~alvation and the reality 
of a deepening walk with the Saviour. 
Evangelism 
Evangelism, as used in this study refers to the endeavors of 
wiml.ing the campers to Christ and assisting them in making further 
1 Standards, Report of Camping Practices for Resident Camps, 
(Martinville: American Camping Association, n.d.), P• 1. 
2 Reimann, .2,E.o .£11.,, P• 100 ., 
3camp Director's Handbook, Qll, cit., , P• 31 .. 
advancements in the Christian lifeo 
Camping Skills 
7 
In the broad sense, camping skills is defined as everything 
that the camper does at camp pertaining to camplife. A camping exper~ 
ience is a learning experience and involves developing many skills and 
techniques associated with aamplife. 
Camping skills can be grouped into several categories such e.s,. 
ca.mpcrart, creative activities, recreation and sanitiation. 
Campcrafto C?-mpcraft refers· to those skills needed for living 
outdoors . This would include such activities as, outdoor cooking, 
firebuilding, sleepouts, etca, 
Creative Activities. The creative activities at camp are those 
activities in which campers use their own creativity in developing 
personal achievement through such things as nature, craft, handicraft 
projects, music, dramatics, writing, sketching and painting., 
Recreation., Recreation would also be a part of camping skills 
since campers learn through such act ivities as swimmingp boating, hi-
king, archery, and the various sports and gamesc 
Sanitation. Sanitation refers to the tasks involved in group 
living pertaining to health. This would include such activities a.s 
camp cleanup , and helping with the meals. 
Ce.mp Staff 
The camp staff refers to all the members needed in operating 
the camp. It could be broken down into, business staff , program staff 
and kitchen staff, but in this stu~y it is usually considered as one 
unit--the camp staffo Each member of the camp staff has specific 
8 
responsibilities pertaining to his particular job. 
Church CamE Committee 
The term church camp COill!'llittee, as used in this study, refers 
to the governing body that sets UJ? the camp and determines its object-
ives. It is usually a part of the Christian Education board of the church 
or denomination operating the camp. Other responsibilities of this 
committee include, selecting the camp director and helping him select 
the staff, establishing the camp budget, and setting up the ca..TJip dates 
and enrollment. 
Cabin Counselor 
The term cabin counselor and counselor have'been used inter-
changeably in th:i.s study. Both refer to the person in charge of a 
group of Calitpers known as the cabin groupo He lives with his cabin 
group and exercises supervision over them. 
Camp Program 
For the purpose of this study the definition of camp program 
as given by Rubin has been used, which ~tatest 
The camp program, in the larger sense, is the complete plan of 
daily life and activities whereby it is sought to achieve the 
general objectives of organized camping and also the ideals of a 
certain camp or organization. The whole process of life in camp·-
cabin and community duties as well as interests and recreation--
is implied in the term •camp program•. 
In a special sense "program" may refer to the daily calendar of 
activities--skills, sports, games, hobbies--or to any~ne of them; 
'nature program'• 'music program', 'evening program'o 
IIIo PLAN OF PROCHDUlThl 
1Robert Ru.bin, The ~ 2£ c·amping, (N'ew York t Association 
Press, 1949), P• 5lo 
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The study was divided into two partso The firs t part covers 
the "whytt of junior camping, showing what the o-b jectives of junior 
camps a r e and how the needs of juniors are met in a camping :progra.mo 
'rhis section also shows what hns been done in the camping field and 
how junior camping was starteda The second part of t he study contains 
the "hovft of junior camping. This covers such areas as the carnp site, 
t he camp sta.ff and the camp programo The final chapter of the study 
presents the summary and conclusions arrived a t by the writer. 
IVo SOURCEv OF INFORMAT ION 
Much of the information in this study is based on the writer's 
experiences of working in junior camps both as a counselor and as a 
director. Camp manuals fl...nd papers on camping of the unpublished form 
proved to be the most valuable sources of information. Other sources 
of information included books on camping, camp programs, counselor 
training, and counseling; and camp periodicals o 
PART I 
TR ' "WHY" OF JUNI OR C.AM .. ? I NG 
CHAPTER II 
TH.E Ili!POH.TAl'iCE OF JillHOH CAMPS 
CRA.PT:;R II 
Tim UfPORTAWCB OF JUNIOR CAM.?S 
In every church across the la.nd there usually can be found 
junior boys and girlso These boys and girls have now reached the age 
where they would recieve m~y valuable benefits from a camping exper-
ience. In fact many of these benefits cannot be gained by the junior 
in any other way,. The Ensigns state tnat: 
The church-sponsored camp for boys and girls provides opportun-
ities for Christian learning and guidance that cannot be 'chieved 
elsewhere in the church's program of Christian educationo 
The rapid growth and widespread acceptance of the camping 
movement within the last few years would indicate tha.t camping is 
serving a purpose. An examination of these purposes or objectives of 
junior cam.ping shows that there is importance for such a program. 
Considering the characteristics and needs of juniors and seeing how 
these are affected by a camping experience would be further proof of 
the importance of junior camps. 
Ic TRE O:BJECTIYf•m OF J \JNIOR CAJV!PS 
The basic objectives that the camp seeks t o carry out through 
its camp program have a great infl1tence upon the life of the junior 
boy and girl. The Standards of the American Camping Association has 
set up the following areas in which a camp should develop objectives. 
1$ Outdoor living. 
2. Fun and adventureo 
1John and Ruth Ensign, Camping Together~ Christians, (Ri ch-
mond : John Knox Press, 1958 ) , p~ 7e 
;. 
5o 
6. 
Social adjustment--for example, the development of indepen-
dence and reliability, ability to get along with others 
and values in group living. 
An understanding of individuals and groups of varied back-
grounds .. 
Improvement of health. 
Skills and appreciation, particularly as related to the out-
of-doors. 1 Spiritual values. 
The writer feels that the church camp for juniors would most 
certainly have objectives in the areas suggested by the American 
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Camping AasociationQ But the spiritual objectives shou~d be the most 
important ones. The following analysis of objectives would be what the 
writer proposes for the junior church camp. 
Winning ~- Camper !Q.. Christ 
The primary objective of the junior church camp is that of 
evangelism. The camp program should be set up for the purpose of 
winning to Christ boys and girls who have never received Him as their 
personal Saviour. The setting of the camp in God's great out-of-doors 
would be a natural incentive for the camper to experience an awareness 
of God. But the camp should do even more than that, The entire pro-
gram should be .so filled with spiritual values that any camper who is 
not a Christian wo1ud feel arawn to make a decision for Christ and 
accept Him as Saviour and Lord. The Cam~ ]irector's Handbook contains 
the following statement about this primary camp objectives 
The central objective of every camp, therefore, is to direct 
the camper to a saving knowledge of Jesus Christ and to assist in 
the fullest unfolding of his 'life--spiritually, emotione.lly; 
mentally, and socially. From this objective, as branches of a great 
1
standards; Report of Camping Practices for Resident Camps, 
(Martinsville: American Camping Association, n.d~ ), P• ;. 
tree, all the activities of a tota~ camp experience co-ordinate 
into a wholesome balanced program. 
Also concerning this vital objective for the church camp, Lederman 
states a 
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For church camping, like any other church activity, should be 
related more or less directly to the purpose of a church--winning 
people to Jesus Christ as Saviour and Lord, and nurturing t~em 
in a growing, witnessing, and serving Christian fellowship .. 
To further emphasize this point Lederman goes on to say: 
When the rich historic resources of the Christian gospel are 
blended with these special opportunities of the camp situation, 
we have church camping at its best. It is more than another 
holiday from home or just another religious education class. It 
is an en3irely unique medium of Christian education and evange-
lism, •• o 
Providing .1m. Experience .Qf. Christian J.iving 
Olosely connected with the primary objective of evangelism is 
the objective of the camp providing an experience of Christian living 
through which campers come to a better understanding of Christian 
principles and teachings as revee~ed in the Bibleo The Ensigns state 
that a 
In camping, Christian principles are not just discussed-~the~ 
are also lived and evalua.tedo Here Christ.ian stewardship is not 
merely studied--it becomes a way of life. Campers grow in 
purpose and ability through such cumulative spiritual exper1enceso4 
1c,p Director's Ha."ldbook , (Wheaton; Scripture Press Founda-
tion, 1959 t Po 7a 
2Robert s. Lederman, Camp Counselor's Book f2£. "Living as 
Christians 11 , (Daytona The Otterbein Press, 1953), Po 7• 
3Ibid. 
4a.ohn and Ruth Ensign, loc. cit .. 
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Lederman comments on this Christian living experience in the following 
manner .. 
The all-day group living experience of camp enables Chris-
tianity to be taught, not only in formal lessons, but also through 
livingJ not only in class periods, but in all the activities of 
the dayi not only at special set times, but also in the total 
spirit and ~hilosophy pervading camp discipline , program, and 
fellowship .. 
Thus, it oan be seen tha t this experience of living with others 
helps the camper to make the proper social adjustments in accordance 
with the standards of true Christianity. At camp the junior is not 
only taught the Christian way of life, but he has an opportunity to 
put into practice these Christian principles of living twenty-four 
hours a day. 
}~ Experience !a Outdoor Living. 
The objective of providing the camper with an experience of 
living out-of-doors and enjoying the things God has created , suggests 
further evidence of the value of the junior church camp. This ex-
perience of living close to nature is a means of drawing the ca1nper 
to God. As the camper learns about the plan of God in nature it is 
evident that he would also begin to understand God 0 s plan for mankind$ 
The ~ns igns state: 
The church camp should provide an experience in Christian 
living which makes fttll use of the natural resources of the 
environment; helping campers to encounter God at work in the 
processes of creation in the world about them, to realize ·their 
dependence upon God for life and its necessities , and to gro~ in 
their understanding of God's vill &ld purpose f or His world . 
1 Lederman, loco ill.!_ .. 
? 
-John and Ruth Ensign, ~o cit., p~ 8 o 
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~ Development of Camping Skill s 
Since camping is an experience of outdoor living it offers 
the camper the opportunity t o do things in camp that are difficult 
to do in the church or at home .. Thus, another objective of the camp is 
to develop outdoor activity skills within the camper.. The camper learns 
by doing and the camp offers him many opportunit i es of l earning 
when he participates in the various activities of the camp such as 
swimming, hiking, boating, campcraft, creative activities, and sports. 
Bu~lding ~Health 
The outdoor living experience also provides another objective 
for junior c amps--the promotion of good heal th and safety. Through 
regular and proper nutrition~ plenty of rest, regulated physical 
exercise and activit i es combined VTith the sunshine and fresh a.i r of 
out-door living, the camper can reoieve many benefits of mental and 
physical health 
Providing ~~ Adventure 
Not to be neglected in the church camp for juniors should be 
the idea that a camping experience is filled with fun and adventure. 
Mitchell and Crawford state: 
To the camper, the main reason f or coming to camp is to have 
fun, the fun which comes from aclventure 9 learning new things, 
being with old friends and acqui ring new ones, and cramming 
time wi t h a glorious assortment of new a.ccomptiahments, friend-
ships, and memories t o last his life through .. 
Through all the many experiences the C&"!l.:per has at camp, he 
1 A. Viola Mitchell and I da. B. Crawford; Cam:e Counseling9 (Philadelphia: w .. B. Saunders Company, 1955) , p .. 26. 
will have received enjoyment from them because they were new, and 
excitingo Even t he experience of the New Birth or Conversion is a 
new adventure for the camper since it opens up a whole new avenue of 
Christian living to him& 
IIo Tl!E CHARACTBRISTICS OF JUNIORS 
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A study of the characteristi cs of juniors is necessary in order 
to formulate a satisfactory program to meet the objectives for junior 
camps. Further evidence of the importance of a camping progra.m is seen 
in the role a camp can play in de eloping desirable characteristics 
and behavior patterns in juniors. The following statement s concerning 
the physical, mental, social and spiritual characteristics of juniors 
was compiled by ·!;he writer from information contained in unpublished 
Counselors' Manuals and mineographed lecture notes of counselors' 
training conferenceso 
in the bibliography 
Physi cal Characteristics 
complete listing of such materials is ·noted 
During the junior years the child's smaller muscles are aevelo-
ping, giving him a greater increase in co-ordination. His growth is 
relatively slow at this time but thi s gives him much strengtho There-
fore, the junior child i s ver.y act i ve and noiayo The health of the 
junior child is very good , making him relatively free from disease& 
With proper rest and food these are happy, healthy yeareo 
Mental Characteris t i cs 
Rapid advances ar e made mentall y during the junior periodo 
The child is discriminative, investigat ive and curious. This is the 
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golden age of memory, for the child memorizes very easily at this timeo 
A shift is made from the make believe t o real life situations.,. This is 
also a period of collecting f acts and the developing of a sense of 
chronology. Many life habits are formed in the junior period~ 
Social Characteristics 
The junior age is the time when the 1'gangtt spirit is prevalent. 
Yet the child is still individualistic and many times wants his own 
way. This is the time when the child is eager to be prominent and 
likes recognitiono He wants to be useful and necessary~ 
Spiritual Characteristics 
The junior is an ardent hero worship})ero ITe wishes to iden-
tify himself with some great personc He ie aware of God and can sense 
responsibility with God. Growth in moral judgement is also evident. 
The junior still has a simple faith and vnll readily believe things 
he is told. 
III o T:fm N8EDS Oli, JUNIORS 
The knowledge of the characteristics of juniors serves as a 
valuable guide for the c~~P in later sel ecting the program activities 
that will best meet the many needs of i;he campers., It is necessary 
to think of the physical skills and capacities and the psychological 
readiness of the child for an a ctivity before it is used to satisfy 
any of his needs. Berg quotes Dimock and Trecker9 Supervision 9.£. 
Group .!2!'1£. !!!l:! Recreation, in listing some of the basic needs common 
to all juniors. They are: 
as The need for a sense of security and belonging 
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b., The need for acceptance 
c. The need f or understanding 
do The need for recognition 
e. The need for a sensa or accomplishment or achievement 
f o The need for self-expression 
g o The need for a sense of worth 
h. The need for opportunity for personal gro'fth and development 
i o The need for companionship and affection. 
The writer believes that all of t hese needs oould be met by a 
program of ,junior chur ch campingo This would make such a program very 
valuable to the total Christian !!:d:.10ation prog·ram of the church o The 
following summary from the manual, Camping illh Juniors, which very 
satisfactorily describes some of the needs of the junior and then states 
how the church camp can meet these needs, would substantiate this fact. 
~ junior needs friendso He should have social experiences which 
help him get along with people his own· age ., It is important, too, 
for him to know adults he can respect and trust. Camp i s a wonder-
ful place to make friends. 
The junior needs ~ ~ opportunity 1£ rela.te Christian teech-
in5 .!g_h.!.!_ ..Q!!!l livine;. A camping program is not surrounded by the 
limitations of the short periods in the Sunda· church schooY~··· 
The junior years are a golden age of development w en camp experi-
ences provide real growth in Christian relationships •• o. 
Juniors ~ help J:B. learning iQ. ~ trouble and !2, solve pro-
blems .in,~ Christian .wayo Community living brings crises and pro-
blems. Leaders can help campers discover how the Christian handles 
diffi culties. The frequent need to prac·tice genuine forgiveness is 
typical of these opportunities. Christian concern for others is so 
necessary it becomes a part of camp vocabulary. What child cloes 
not need to learn and practice his responsibility for other peopleo 
BOY§. M£ girls ~ to l earn iQ. appreciate ..!l!.lli families ~ 
friends. For some juniors this appreciation can develop through 
the camping experience away from home •••• 
Camping provides opportunities I£!: ~ junior .iQ. learn indepen-
1B. Robert Berg, Psychology~ Children's Camping, (New Yorks 
Vantage Press, 1958), P• 44o 
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dence from home. Children learn in camp how to care for their needs 
indepe~t-or-the gadgets and trappings of civilizationo 
!ill!. junior J& curious and outdoor living ~ help him discover 
for himself evidences .Q£ 1!:, plan W. ~ mrldo Adults may help 
the junior interpret his discoveries in relationship to God •••• 
Camping answers ~ junior's ~ .f.Q£ adventure. He is intro-
duced to strange situations and whole new areas are available for 
his e plora.tiono It must be remembered~ however, that he needs the 
security of dependable and understanding l eaderso 
Juniors need ~ chance .iQ. relaxr·,and live leisurelyo The amount 
of rest and relaxation determines Vlhether camp helps the child's 
physical well-being •• G.Parents and leaders must make sure that 
programs for juniors are not too strenuou! o Then the physical 
values of outdoor living may be realizedo 
IV o SUMMARY AND CON"CLUSIONS 
The purpose of this chapter has been to show that the junior 
camp plays a very important part in the l i fe of the junior boy or 
girl. It offers to the junior many things that he is unable to receive 
in the Christian education program of the local churcho Thereforep the 
junior camp should actually be a part of the year-round program of 
Christian education in the churcho Through the objectives of junior 
camps, as set forth in this chapter, it is evident that the camping 
program is actually broadening the out reach of the local chur ch. With 
the primary objective of the camp being evangelistic , it is winning 
boys and girls to Christ f or the church.. The ~junior camp also makes 
significant contribut:i.ons toward the development of the physical, 
mental, social and spiritual characteristics of the child. A know-
ledge of these characteristics helps one to select the right program 
1 -camping~ Juniors, (Chi cago: National Council of the 
Churches of Christ , 1951 ) , p .. 5-6o 
activities for the needs of the junior. All of his needs can be met 
by the ca."T.lping program. Therefore , such a program would be very 
important to the church. 
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CHAPTER III 
A BRIEF HISTORY Olo, TirE DEV:SLOPhili!NT OJi' JUNIOR CHURCH CAi\IIPS 
CHAJ?'l'Er<. III 
A BRI:C.:F ITISTORY OF 'rHill DE'fELOlJ.fl:'!:NT OF JUNIOR CHURCH CAMPS 
In order to f urther understand the !!Why" of junior camping, it 
is advantageous to be acquainted with the process of how church camps 
were started. This will help the reader to realize what has been done 
for juniors in the fie ld of camping Md also what remains to be accom-
plished. By discovering the rich spiritual heritage of the camping 
movement, its value to the church is apparent. The writer discoyered, 
in completi ng research f or t his capter, that pri nted materials on t his 
subject are limitedo Therefore, information in this chapter is ver.1 
brief and should not be considered entirely conclusive. 
I. CAJ'ii:P I NG: AJ.) OLD AS 1uMIT 
Camping is as old a s man. Man ' s original home was in a garden, 
not in the cro 1ded ci y Camping sut as once the only mode of exis-
tance; for man through many centuries lived in close association wi th 
the forces of nature . This memory of living in the open, anthropo-
logists say, has been etched into man's being. So , today the growing 
interest in summer camps and conferences indicates the human urge t o 
get outside the confinement of the cities and towns, to get closer to 
the earth and to find adventure in the open spaces. 
II. THE JEWifm FEAST OF TABERNAC LES 
Perhaps, it could be said t ha.t the present daychurch camp had 
its beginning i n the Jewish Feast of Tabernacles o It was a phase of 
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religious education camping, and mPJzy similarities to present day 
camping can be seen in it. Person states that ; 
This was an annual family-camping experience dramatizing an 
important era of' Hebrew historJt the Wilderness wand.eringe. For 
a whole week, seven days in the late summer, the Hebrew fanlily 
moved out of doors and lived in tabernacles, boothes constructed 
from the branches and twigs of trees (Lev"' 23:33-44; John 7g2,37)o 
These boothes were erected in the streets, outstde the walls of 
Je~salem; and on the f'lat roofs of the houses. 
This feast \Vas also a time of thanksgiving for material blessings and. 
bringing the people to a remembrance of God.. The last day was con-
s i dered the great da;>r of the feast with special ceremonies .. 
!!Io ORGft~ IZED Cfl~ING DISTlllCTLY AMERIC1~~ 
Yet, even though since Biblical times people have camped out 
along the banks of streams, by the ahore of lakes and in mountains. 
''Camping as an organized co-operative way of living is a comparatively 
recent movement and is distinctly American in its origin., 112 
The organized camping movement of America had its antecedent 
in the traditional camp meetings common during the latter part of the 
ni neteenth century. Rubin states: 
One type of camp which antedates the genesis of orge.nized 
.
1Peter P. Person, ~ Introduction 12. Christian Bduoation, 
(Grand Rapidsr Baker Book House, 1958), p. 166 .. 
2Elizabeth Brown, 11 Ca.'!lps and Summer Conferences"• Orientation 
in Religious Education, ed. by Philip H. Lotz, (New York: Abingdon-
Cokesbur,y Press, 1950), Po 339o 
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camping as generally a ccepted, is the 1•eligious camp meet ingo 
These gatherings were not always of the 11 r !:wival t ype"; quite often 
their purpose was recreational--a de s i re t o escape t he everyrl ay 
routi ne f or a t ime and enj oy a simple l ife out-of- doors . There 
was a "boarding tenttt for those ho wished to share a. comrnuni ty 
table, and a tent or "tabernacle" where the religious programs were 
ca rried one 'rh ·.s is fo l k history, rich in color and interest and 1 i i; is al so a l egi tema te part of the nhistory of organized c emping . n 
Brown al so mentions ·t hat t 
~"he traditional camp meeting was not only a s tgntfi cant f ore-
runner of our present chur ch camp and conference program, but 
i t is re co~i zed as an ante cedent of the organized ca ping movement 
of .America., 
1rhese earl y camp meetings were mainly sponso r ed by t he Metho-
di stso The entire family, toget her w:i. th food. provi sions and a t ent , 
were loaded into the wagon, drawn by horses or oxen, and transported 
sometimes a distance of many miles to the campground. At first the 
main pur ose of these camp mee t ing-s was f or revival, a.nd to keep them 
as such, many times the lease of the cam grounds state · that " o games 
or other recreational features s hal l be permitted ., " 3 However, a way 
was usue.lly found by the youth t o get around t his cla.use, such as 
securing a.n ad j oining farmer's fiel d as a play fie l d ., Gradually 9 this 
regu.l ation di sappeared and. recreation became a part of the camp meeting 
programo 
Vo THJ:<:: CHATJTAUQUAS 
nother forerunner of organized ca jing was the Chautauctua Youth 
1Robert Itubin , The Book of Camping; (New Yorlu Association Press , 
1949), Po 2., 
~:rown, .!Q.Q. .. cit . 
3Person~ QRo cit ., , P o 167o 
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Movemente This movement originated in a Methodist Camp meeting at 
Lake Chs.tauqua in New York in August, 1873 by Bishop 'Vincent and Lewis 
Miller., 'The Chautauqua camps were not basically a project in camping 
but an out-of-doors conference type program of religious edueationo 
The movement grew by leaps and bounds but, as it expanded, it took on 
a cultural rather than a spiritual tone .. 
V'I., TtL~ BEGTIITHNGS OF OUGJUHZED CilMPING 
bven though the idea of camping had its genesis in these early 
revival camp meetings and youth movements, the church has been rela-
tively slow in entering the field of camping on any broad scale. There-
fore the development of organized camping in America has been largely 
carried on by other youth-serving agencies and individualsa 
~ First School Camp 
For example, the first school camp was started in 1861 by 
Frederick William Gunn, who is generally accorded to be the "Father of 
Organized Camping". He was the founder and head of the Gunnery School 
tor Boys in Washingt on, Connecticut.. In the summer of 1861 he took 
the whole school on a two-week encampment to Milford, Connecticut. 
This happy experiment proved so successful that it was repeated at 
two-year intervals. 
~ First Private Camp 
Then, in 1876, Dr. Joseph Trimble Rothrock, a physician of 
Wilkes-Barre, Pennsylvania, established a "School of Physical Gulture 11 , 
where frail boys could improve their health by living out-of-doors t 
while oontim1ing their education.. This was the beginning of private 
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camps .. 
~First Church Camp 
By 1880, the Reverend George w. Hinckley, of West Hartford, 
Connecticut, established t he first Church Youth Camp. He saw in 
camping an opportunity to know his boys better and have more lasting 
influence upon them. In 1880, he took seven members of his parish on 
a camping trip t o a site es t ablished on Gardners Island9 Wakefield, 
Rhode I land. "His schedule called for a sane and sensible relig-ious 
and educational morning program with afternoons spent in such activities 
as swimming, baseball and t enni s , and evenings devoted to singing, 
talks and various other f orms of entertainment . 111 Even though this 
was t he beginning of Church Youth Campingp it wasn't until after the 
Pirst 1/orld War that youth cai11ps became prominent., 
VII. THE BEGlliNING OF JUNIOR C ~~J11PDW 
As has already been pointed out , the chur ch was rather slow in 
entering the campi ng field on a large scaleq Then too 9 the camps that 
were established were primarily for older youth and adults., As t he 
need was seen for age gl'Oup. camps, junior high camps were first started 
somewhere during the 1920 is and it wasn't until t he 1930 1 s that Junior 
camps were started.. Of this significant change in camping procedures , 
Brown writes: 
eooalthough the summer conference program was st arted largely 
for youth of middle &1d lat$r teens and often included adults as 
well, intermedi ates were gre"dualJ.y included., I t soon became a.ppa-
ren·t that the program wa.s unsuited t o these younger boys and girls e 
1A .. Viola Mitchell, and Ida B. Crawford , Camp Counseling, 
(Philadelphia a 'N., B., Saunders Company, 1955) , p., 7. 
The result was t he development, y various denominations, of a 
program specifically f or early adolescentso For example: The 
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period from 1920 to 1930 was a continued growth of the camping move-
ment wi thin the church of t e Brethrenoooo During the period of 
expansion age-group campi ng came to have s. significant place. 
Intermediate boys' camps were started in t£e l ate twenties with 
intermediate girls's camps soon f ollowing 
Although Bro>vn mentions only the changes whi ch brought about 
intermediate camps, a similar pattern of chruge resulted in the starting 
of junior camping approximately ten years later.. 'rhis is shown in the 
following excerpt from the ma~ual , ~Vhen Juniors Go C ampin~z 
In 1938, the Committee on Religious I~duoation of Children of 
the International Council of Religious Education appointed a sub-
committee to study the situation regarding children' s attendance 
in camps o The committee discovered a growing t endency to lower 
the age among campers and decided that it was necessary t o prepare 
some guidance material f or th2 junior camp movement as it related 
to church sponsored camps e•oo 
Rapid ExPans ion 
Once the idea of camps for juniors was sta.rt ed 9 the movement 
spread like wold-fire., The camps were conducted on sites rented from 
par ks and various other agencies and on church owned camp and conference 
groundsc The pattern usua.lly f ol lowed in these camps was th·t used by 
the secular agencieso There was the small cabin group livinf.r basis 
with a trained staff of counselors and r elatively small total 
attendance. 
Problems of Expansion 
~ith such a rapid expansion in Junior Camping taking place, 
many problems also arosee The Manual previously mentioned , stat es: 
1 Brown , ~· cite, p .. 340. 
21Nhen Juniors~ , Camping, (Chicago: Internat i onal Council of 
Religious Education, 1948}, p. 3. 
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In the years since 1939, however, the trend toward junior camp-
ing has grown by leaps and boundsa Many denominations report 
thousands of junior children attending church ... sponeored camps for 
their age groupo The movement has increased more rapidly than 
adequate leadership and program have been developede As a res1lt 
many junior camps are mere doivnward extensions of yo~th conferences 
and fail to meet the basic needs of junior child~en. 
VIII. CO-EDUCATIONAL CAM?TI~G 
Perhaps the most recent trend in jm1ior camping is that of co-
educational c~~ping. In the early beginnings of junior camping most 
of the camps that were ®stablished were with the sexes separated, but 
the church-sponsored camps are becoming predominately co-educational 
in nature. Bro\vn quotes Clifford Dahlin who wrote: ''Although a relative 
ne1comer in the field of camping, there is one phase in which the church 
sponsored camp is pioneeringr that of co-ed camping."2 
n:. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Thus it can be seen, although the idea of camping is as ol d as 
man, organized camping had a rather slow start. At first the church 
was rather hesitant to enter the campi ng field. on a large scale and 
consequently the development of t he organized camping movement was 
carried on by secular groups . When the church dicl enter the camping 
field on a large scale, after the First World rva:r, it was primarily 
interested in youth camps o But soon the need for age-group camping 
arose and junior camps were established during the 1930's., 
2 Brown; .Q:Q.o cit., p.; 341. 
With the start of age-group camping in the church, r apid 
expansion took place But the church is only in its infancy in the 
camping program. A great future lies ahead for it in the field of 
Christian education through its camp program. It is possible that 
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the camping program will prove to be one of the most effective agencies 
of Christian education for the church. 
PAilT II 
THE "HOW11 OF JUlUOH. CAMPING 
CHAPTER IV 
ESTI\BI.ISHIN(} THE CMlP SIT't.: AND ]'AGILITIES 
CH.APT~R IV 
-~ST.ABLISHING TH8 CAMP SIT:~ AND .!!,AGILITIES 
After discovering the importance of junior camps, it is 
necessary to turn to the problem of how ·to establish a camp. Perhaps 
the first requirement would be to establish a proper camp site with 
adequate facilities before the camp program ean be put into action .. 
I. •rm; CAMP SITS .AND LOCATION 
The selection of t he camp site depends on a Jnumber of factors. 
Among them are the geographical location, the type of program to be 
conducted a..Yl.d the nu..'!lber of campers to be served., A camp should be 
in a setting of natural beauty and interest . Reime..nn sets forth the 
following criteria for a camp site; "Rolling terrain with some level 
grow1d for a recreation area, a safe lake bottom, and a wooded tract 
make a desirable site. 111 The camp should be located away from densely 
populated areas and public thoroughfares to provide maximum privacy. 
Yet the camp must be accessible f or delivery of food, milk and. mail, 
and not prove a handicap in getting campers in and out of camp. 
Telephone servioe should also be available at the camp site f or business 
calls and emergency purposeso The site should be as free as possible 
of hazards such as dangerous cliffs, swampy areas, poisonous plants 
and reptiles. These hazards could make the camping experience of the 
1Lewis Co Reimann, The Successful Camp, (Ann Arbor: The Univer-
sity of Michigan Press, 1958), P• 9. 
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camper a very unpleasant memor,ro 
ProgTam effects Camp Site 
The type of program conducted sometimes determines the kind 
of camp site needed. For ex~~ple a ranch camp program ould require 
a ranch siteo However. for the type of program proposed in this study 
the wri tar would sugges t a lake shore or river site setting with a. 
wooded tract as a desira'ble cru:up site. 
The size of the camp site depends on the number of campers to 
be served. The American Camping Association suggests that one acre 
of land should be available :per camper. 1 1.rhis is he ideal, but a 
satisfactory program can usually be carried on with less than this 
amount of land. However, in pur c;:hasing camp property, long range 
planning should be dona to have enough land available for future 
expansion end to protect the camp from intrusion by the public or the 
inhabitants of nearby cottages. 
II. CA'MP BUILDINGS AND LAYOUT 
lifter securing the proper location and site for the camp, the 
buildings and camp layout must be considere • The camp buildings 
should be kept as bimple as possible so tha.t they blend in with the 
natural surroundings of the grounds. The camp should have a rustic 
or pioneer type look about it ru1d not give the effect of moving the 
1
standarda, Report of Camping Practices for Resident Camps, 
(Martinsville: American Camping Association, n.d. .,) , p .. 5., 
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city out into the countryo In doing this, care should be taken not 
to sacrifice durability and safety of the buildings to achieve this 
"pioneer look~ . The Ameri can CanliJing .Associa tion Standards r epo t 
tha t : "Buildings or other structures should be constr.aoted safely and 
in accordance wHh building codes applicable to a given l ocal ity and 
maintained in safe condition". 1 
The camp layout whi ch is most desirable for juniors is a central 
area for adminis tration , eating, recreation and worship and outlying 
areas for living unitso Illustrations of a camp layout and buildings, 
as propoaed by the writer, are gi ven in Appendix.! of t his studyo 
The Admi nistration BuildinE 
The administration building or camp headquarters would be located 
in the central area of the camp. It should be situa ted near the camp 
entrance ·to make it easily aocessable to everyone<~ Th · s bu __ l din should 
house the offices of ad. i n i stration, counselors' l ibrar~ 9 and lounge, 
and possibly the director9 s and staffs' quart~rs. A separate building 
fo r the se quart er s would be more advantageouse The camp s t ore could 
also be a part of this buildingo 
The Ki t chen and Dining E_ll 
The camp kit chen and dining hal l , also located in ·his central 
ar ea, sho ld be near the administration building., This i s perhaps the 
most im ort ant structure in the central area. Concerning this building, 
He i ann sugges t s that ; 
A t-sha~ed bui ding--the top crossbar being a long dining hall, 
·· th the stem from ·the center containing kitchen , food storage, 
and dishwashing ftcility--provides for convenience in food hand-· 
ling and servingo 
The dinin room should be lar ge enough to accommodate all the 
campers at one time . It present s more of a 11home 11 atmosphere if t he 
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campers are all able to eat at the s ame ti e. The e,rroup spirit of unity 
is also enhanced through t his meanso If a recreation lodge is not 
avail able 9 the dining room area could be us ed for such pur~oses o 
H owever, t his does not prove to be the most satisfactory arrangement 
and if the dining ha.l l must be used to a.ccommodate indoor recreation, 
it should only be done so during inclement weathero The cooks 1 living 
quarters should not be a part of t he kitchen and dining hall buildingo 
This u ually causes a confli ct especially if t he dinins hal l :l.s used 
for other purposes besides eatingo 
The Cam-p Cha pel 
For the church camp the most important building would be the 
camp chapel. It would also be l ocated in the cent ral area. This 
building should e simply constructed yet it shou l d should present a 
worshipful atmosphere t o the camper. The writer feels that camp chapels 
seem to induce a greater spirit of worship when they are surrounded by 
t rees, a part of God's creationo This sets the chapel off f r om the other 
camp buildings and activities. Classrooms for ins truction purposes 
could be a part of t he chapel buildingo The advantages of having a 
separate buildin"' for classroom instruction would seem ev·ident o As 
much as possi.ble , class instruction in a. camping si tua'Gion should be 
lR • · A i elma.nn, 2£e ~o' P• 
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done in the out-of-doorso 
C,ampers 1 Living Units 
The campers' livtng units would be located in the outlying area, 
a short distance from the central areao The boys quarters could be on 
I 
one side of the central area and the girls' quarters on the other side. 
Cabins or tents are preferable to dor-.nitory living quarters since they 
allow a. small group of campers and a counselor to live together in the 
intimacy of a family:-1ike group., Concerning this Heimann states• 
ttLa.rge dormitories are obsolete. wmall cabins make possible closer 
supervision, intimate family life, and a feeling of unity within the 
1 
ame.ll group .. u 1Uso commenting on the small group arra.l'lgement, Bogardus 
quotes: 
. ' 
This arrangement encoure.ges the group to feel responsible f or 
its own behavior and for keeping the living quarters clean and 
in ordero Obviously, fellowship may grO\v more easily in a small 
~oup which is housed by itself' the.n. in a. l arge group. Larger 
r.mmbers foster hila.ri ty and excitement and make it difficul t 2for 
ca..-npers and their counselor to develop a sense of groupness 
Other CamE Building§ 
Some of the other camp buildings that should be a part of the 
central camp area would bea a camp infirmary and hospital, with the 
nurse's quarters as part of this buildingJ a recreation lodge with 
a f i replace and large enough for assembl y purpose; a handicraft shop 
for craft instruction; a garage and tool shop for ca.mp maintenance; 
bath houses for swim.mi.ng purposes; and a boat house if boating is a 
part of the c~~P program., Proper and sufficient sanitary facilities 
1Ibid., p., 28,. 
2Le.J.)onna Bo~:;ardus, Pl a.IL."ling ~ Church Camp !2£. Juniors, 
(Chicago: :National Council of the Churehes of Christ, 1955) , p. 13o 
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for boys and girls should also be availa,ble., 
IIIo CAMP FACILI'U:-~s Al'W '• QUIPMTi!NT 
Besides the camp buildings , a certain amount of facilities and 
equipment is needed to operate a junior camp.. The ammmt and type 
would depend on the size of the camp and the kind of program offered., 
The ~dards of the Anerican Camping Association sta t es: 11 '11here 
should be sufficient equipment and f acilities , ke 't safe and in opera~ 
1 ting condition to carry out stated objectivea and program" .. 
Swimining li'acilities 
It seems that for a junior camp swimming facilities are a must., 
Few ,junior age youngsters vwuld want to go to a cam"' where they do not 
have swi mmingQ If the camp is situated on a lake shore i nuning 
f acil it ies are readily P..va.ilable. Care should be taken , however, that 
the lake bottom is _safe and t hat the swimming areas are wel l marked off., 
Rivers some·cimas provide good swirn.'lling areas but usually they need to 
be dammed off to i nsure an adequate wat er su ply ~ here no natural 
swimming facil it i es are avail able, a pool should be built and main-
tained in a ccordance with all heal t h laws of the area to i nsure the 
safe t y of the campers. 
~~inE Facilit ies 
I f the camp is located on a la.l{e shore 9 boat ing would be a 
natural p r t of the cam- program. This t ype of program can be very 
en joyable and e duce.tion.al for the cam:pero The equipment f or t his 
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activity must be kept in safe condition at all times. 
Handicraft Facilities 
Junior children learn easily and a good handicraft program 
can teach them h0\'1' to construct many useful items. Elaborate and 
expensive craf~ equipment and supp~ies are not necessary for Bo-
gardus is quite right when she states~ 
A oamp program which discourages reliance upon many gadgets 
but prompts, instead, initiative and ingenuity on the part of 
campers, will not need an expensive outlay of tools and other 
equipmento Nor will craft materials such as gimp, shells, kits 
of leather and wood articles or similar craft materials need to 
be imported m1d sold to campers. For the most part the camp site 
itself will supply native materials which may be used to make 
lovely and useful ~hings for campers to take home as souvenirs or 
gifts for friendso 
Recreation Facilities 
Hecrea.tion facilities and equipment .are also a vital part of 
the junior camp. Again, elaborate a.1'ld expensive equipment is not 
necessary. Both indoor and outdoor recreation facilities and equip-
ment should be available. 
Other Necessarl Equipment 
Other necessary equipment for successful operation of the camp 
would be: First aid equipment and supplies to be dispensed by the camp 
nurse; fire-fighting equipment for proper fire protectionJ and main-
tenance tools and supplies for good camp maintenance. 
IV. SUMrtARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Although the information in this chapter is rather brief, it 
1 Bogardus, ~· cit., Po 16. 
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nevertheless shows some of the factors involved in establishing a 
campo Since most junior camps will be operated on already established 
church camp grounds, the writer felt that this che.pter should only 
serve as a guide for suggested improvement to the camp site. The 
information in the chapter should not be considered as entirely 
conclusive, for many other factors would effect the establishment of 
new camp sites. 
Some concluding statements that can be made on this subject ares 
The camp site should have a natural setting of beauty and interest,. 
preferably. near a lake or river. 'l'he size of the camp property 
would be determined by the n~~ber of campers being served. Small 
group living units are more desirable than dormito:rieso Also 
sufficient facilities and equipment are necessary to carry out a 
satisfactory program. 

CB:APTEH V 
CHOOSING 'rHE CJJllP STAFF 
A junior camp consists of more than just a camp site with buil-
dings and equipment. A competent staff is necessary t o operate a sue~ 
cessful camp. Even though a church may have the most ideal camp site 
and the best possible facilities, it can still fail in its camping 
program if it does not have a. qualified camp staffo The following 
statements from writers in the camping field would verify this facto 
The quality of the camp staff is the1greatest importance in the 
successful operation of a camp programo 
Leadership is the most important single factor contributing 
to the success of a campo Too much i mportance cannot be placed 
upon t he person who will be a counselor and friend to a group of 
boys and girls in camp. Ever,y effort necessary should be 2xpended 
to secure an adequate number of the right kind of l eaderso 
The quality of leadership in a cwnp greatly outweighs every 
other el ement in determining its value to ~ampers , to the operation 
of the organization, and to the communityo 
Appendix!!. lists several organizational charts of the camp staff, 
showing their relationships to one another. 
I. BA.SIC Q.UAL IFICA'l'IONS OF ALL STAFF MEMBERS 
No doubt, for the church camp, it is not always po saible t o 
1 Revel A~ Benson, and Jacob Ao Goldberg, ~ Camp Counselor, 
(New York: McGraw-Hill Company, Inc., 1951 ) ,. po 4lo 
2La.l)onna Bogardus, Planning !h2, Church CamE for Juniors, 
(Chicagoa National Council of Churches 6f Christ, 1955) , po 52o 
3Marie Lafferty Cortell, Camping With Purpose, (New York: 
Woman's Preas, 1950) , P• 48o 
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obtain the best lead.ership. Since the staff is usually secured on a 
volunteer basis and pre-camp training is not always possible, the church 
sponsored camp usually has insufficient and untrained leadership. 
However, certain s tandards and qualifications are common to all staff 
members. ffia ch member should at leas t meet these standards no matter 
what his responsibilities may be at campo 
A Genuine Christian ExEerience 
Perhaps it ought to go withoutsaying that the first and most 
important qualification of any person working at a church camp is that 
he have a genuine Christian experience with the Lordo In fact it should 
even go furthe r than that f or every staff member ought to be a Spirit-
filled, dedicated believer with the love of God overflowing his 
hearto This is so very important because at camp the leader not only 
11 tells", but he also "shows" others what Christianity really is. He 
must also depend completely on the wisdom and guidance of t he Holy 
Spirito 
! Knowledge of the~ of~ 
Besides being a genuine Christian one must also have a love for, 
and understanding of the Word of God. Each camp leader ought to know 
enough about the Word, the Bible, to be able to tell others about 
Christ and the Chr istian way of life • 
.! 1&.:Y!!, .!2£ Chi 1 d ren 
Another major qualification of all staff members is that they 
have a l ove for, interest in, and understanding of children This 
must be a genuine love and interest, for junior campers have , _an uncanny 
sense for detecting sham at t hi s pointo 
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Other General Qualifications 
Besides the above qualifications each staff meml:>er should also 
have; an ability to work with others, a love of the out-of-doorsp a 
basic knowledge of camping skills, a good sense of humor, and a healthy 
body and mind to carry out the many respons ibilities that a camp pro-
gram demands. 
IIo •. 'PECIPIC QUALIFICATIONS .ti.ND DUTIE3 FOR A 1!NifJIUM Ct.MP ST.tJ!':b"' 
As has already been stated, a proper camp staff is very vi t al 
in the operation of the camp program. Each camp needs a certain 
number of people on its staff to maintain a successful camp. Besides 
the afore mentioned basic qualifications , these people should have 
special qualifications that will enable them to satisfactorily perform 
their specifi c responsibilities . The f ollowing analysis of qualifi-
cat ions and duties shows vrhat is r equired of each staff member. This 
list of staff members would also constitute a minimum camp staff for 
the successful operation of the camp, whether the camp enrollment is 
large or small. 
~ Camp Director 
SY.alifications o Besides the basic qualifica-tions, the camp 
director needs to understand people, children as wall as adul ts,. and 
have the ability t o work well with them under all circumstances and 
condit i ons.. Re imann states that the direct or should have t 11Previous 
success and skill in group work, a keen sense of responsibility , 
resourcefulness, and individual ini tia.ti ·ve • ., •• "1 
1Lewia c. Reimann, The Successful Camp , (1~ Arbor ~ The Univer= 
sity of 1tlchigan Press, 1958), po 108. 
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He further goes on to say that t 
The successful director is neither the t'bosst1 , the dominating 
typet the "driver",. t he "detective" or snoopervisor" who finds 
fault, nor should he be the show-off and the center of attention 
within the camp. He must know how to deal democratically with the 
membe s of his s ta...ff and the children in the camp. a •• He leads 
r ather than dominates and draws out of his staff their best sugges-
tions and pl ans . He is able to impart to the counselors the best 
interpretation of camping, and t~ inspire them t o bring about the 
desired results in t he children~ 
However, the writer feels that for a church camp the director 
r...o·.; only "needs to impart the best interpretation of camping .. , but also 
the best example of Christian livi ng. 
The Standards of the American Camping Association lis t s the 
following personal qualifications f or the camp director. 
a. Twenty-five yee.ra of age or over. 
·b. Mat u:r.i ty of j udgemanto · 
c. Skill in supervision of staff and knowledge of the group 
p:rocess. 
d. Initiative, resourcefulness and sense of responsibility. 
e. Ability to work co-operatively with staff and campers. 
fo Ability to administer the camp effectively i n accordance with 
the ob j ectiv2 ancl standards of the .fu ericruJ. Camping 
Association. 
Duties. The duties and responsibilities of the camp director 
are many and ·varied. He actually is t he moat important person on the 
camp staff. He implements the poli cy and philosophy of the camp 9 sets 
the tone of the camp e.nd carries out the major decisions . In other 
words, he is the person responsible for the success of the camp . 
A word should be said here, however, that even though the camp 
director i s the administrative head. of the camp and its activities, 
1Ibid 
2
standards , Report of Camping Practices for Resident Camps, 
(Martinsvillet American Camping Association, nQde), P o 2. 
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1 he is directly responsible to t he church camp committee, that appoints 
him to his position, f or the fai t hful conduct of the camp in harmony 
wit h i ts actions. 
The itemized list below would constitut e a ~atisfactory descrip-
tion of the camp director' e various d ties& rl'his list of duties was 
compiled by t he writer from the study of a number of differen camp 
manuals o A full listing of such manuals is noted in the bibliography. 
1 . The director is a member of the church camp committee and, i n 
co-operation with i t, sel ects t he camp staffo 
2. lle('promotes t he junior camp by means of f olders and letters t o 
pastors, parents, and campers . 
3. He develops, supervises and directs the camp program .. 
4• He plans and conducts the :pre-camp sta.ff train:t.ng session; also 
suggests and. provid.e s desirable pre-camp reading ano. other 
preparator~y informati on for the staff. 
5.. He presides over the all -camp act i vities and staff meet i ngs 
during camp . 
6o He coufe:rs with and directs the staff members during camp 
concerning pr og-ram, probl ems, duties , or any other items tha t 
need attent i ons Also hel ps t hem organi ze their work but then 
lets them b e responsible f or getting it done. 
7 He takes a personal interes t i n t he can.pers and staff and makes 
himsel f available to them as counselor and friend o 
s. He is responsible for maintaining standards of safety, sani ta-
t i on and heal t h i n camp , t hus maki ng periodi ca l inspect i ons of 
grounds, buildings, etc. 
~Business tanager 
Working with t he camp director in the administrative a rea. i s 
the busin ss manager.. He would act a.s the ass i stant to the director ., 
@ua.lifications o Some speci al qua.lificat·ons for the business 
1 Supra, P• B. 
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manager to have would be those that would satifactorily fit him for 
"handling the monies of the camp, its correspondence, bookkeeping records, 
1 files, and the procedures of camp registration." 
Duties& The duties of the business manager rould include mainly 
responsibilities conne.cted with the administrative and business details 
of the ce.mp. The following list of duties, compiled by the v.riter, was 
primarily based on information given by Bogarduso 1 
1. 'l'he business manager assists the director with camp promotiono 
2. He recd!mves the campers registrations and fees and has charge 
of registration on the opening day. 
3o He purchases the needed supplies f or the camp. 
4· He has charge of the camp store or canteen. 
5$ He keeps accurate records and files of all the camp business' 
such as records of receipts, expenditures etc., for the chur ch 
camp committee o 
6. He makes inventory of all camp tools and e~uipment and has charge 
of their use by campers and starr. 
~ CamE Counselor 
Perhaps the staff member that has the most influence on the 
campers would be the camp counselor., The direct or and business manager 
supervise the c~~P program but the counselor carries out the program. 
He is working directly with the camper and is closest to him .. 
Rubin s ·&ates that s 
The effective operation of camp policy and program is largely 
dependent upon the counselors, who are in direct and constant 
contact with the campers. Their characters, personalitiess and 
habits are therefore of great importance, f~r the sum total will 
express the quality of the camp as a whole. 
1 Bogardus, ..Q:e.o ..Q.!.h_, P• 55o 
2Robert Rubin, ~ Book of Camping, (New York: Association 
Press; 1949) , P~ 9. 
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Reimann also comments on the importance of the counselor: 
The gabin counselor is the key person in relation to the camper. 
He will act a~ advisor, friend~ ~~ide; parent, and big brother 
to his groupo . 
Qualifications. The counselor must certainly have all the basic 
qualifications, that have been mentioned earlierf in order to be a 
successful counselor. Some special qualifications that he would need. 
are to have some knowledge and ability to teach campers in areas such 
as , christian education, craftt s v;im..rning9 boating, and various out-door 
camping skills. The counselor need not be highly skilled in all of 
these areas. but he should have some knowledge of them. In selecting 
the staff, the director should, however, end.eavor to employ at least 
one skilled staff member for ea.ch of the various areas of the camp 
program. It is essential that all counselors should have the ability 
for Bible teachinge This is a very important area of the church camp 
program. The counselor should also have a knowledge of the character-
istics and needs of junior age children. 
Duties. The duties of the camp counselor are many and exacting. 
11 As a cabin counselor you will be respO.,nsible for the health , happiness 
and welfare of your little cabin group and must be on the job twenty-
f h da H2 our ours a y, ••• 
A proposed ane~ysis of duties for the counselor would be as 
follows: 
1Reimann, ~· £11. , P• 127. 
2A. Viola Mitchell, and Ida Bo Crawford, Camp Counseling, 
(Philadelphia: W .. B. Sa<mders Company, 1955), P• 47. 
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1. The colinselor would have charge of a group ( cabin) of eight or 
ten camperso He sleeps in t he tent or cabin with his group 
and exercises constant supervision of it o A valuable rule for 
the counselor to follow :ts to know where his campers are at all 
times. 
2. He has charge of the study session for his cabin groupo Instruc-
tion in Christian Education is given in this study period., 
3., He has charge of all the activities of his cabin group that 
are not all- camp activities. 
4Q He makes adequate preparation for his responsibilities l:iefore 
coming to camp and attends the pre ... camp training period. 
5. He attends the staff meetings and helps plan and carry out the 
camp program. 
6 He makes a report on each camper in his group at the close of 
camp . He also makes an. evaluation of the whole camp program .. 
7., He supervises one of the all-camp activities such as, swimming; 
boat ing, craft, archery, et c . It should be noted that the person 
in charge of the waterfront must have a ''Life-saving'• certificate. 
~ Cam.E, Nurse 
The services of a o~mp nurse should also be employed. Thia would 
ensure the :proper health e.nd safety of the campers .. The writer agrees 
with Rubin when he states: 
The health and safety a:f the children become the responsibilit y 
of the camp from the time they are left by the parents at the point 
of departure. Al l parents expect their children to have every 
pos s ible sa1egua.rd and t o come back healthier and happier f or t heir 
experience. 
i ualifications9 The main qualificat ion of the camp nurse would 
be t hat she is a graduate registered nurse and is able to guide the 
entire health and safety program of the carnp o She should also be able 
to deal with t he health problems of the s ta.ff as wel l and .with those of 
the campers o 
1 Rubin, .2.12.• ill•, Po 127o 
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Duties. A list of duties for the camp nurse would include the 
following items: 
lo She has complete charge of the camp dispensary and hospital, 
dispensing all needed medications and administrating all treat-
men·t to t he campers and staff .. 
2o She checks all campers and staff upon arrival at the camp for 
medications prescribed, treatments, special diets , and symptons 
of communicable dis eases or any other health problems .. 
;" She purchases or authorizes the purchase of all medical and first 
aid supplies needed in the camp .. 
4. She records and keeps individual health -records of all ce;.Jnpers 
and staff ., She also keeps records of all treatments., 
5o She has contact with a nearby doctor for reference of emergency 
ca.ses. 
6. She sees that the grounds of the camp; buildings and facilities 
are kept s afe and sanitary; checks tha.t the food and dietary 
facilities meet t he required health standards. 
7o She is available for service at all times, notifying the 
director of her whereabouts when she must be absent from the 
dispensaryo 
Every camp needs a dietitian or cook;, Pood is one of the most 
important factors in the operati on of a successful carnp" It is import-
ant that campers receive nutritious and well balanced mea.ls so that 
they may participate in the whole camp program without any :ill effects. 
Reimann states thats "Plentiful, well-prepared; and attractively served 
1 
meals make for a happy and contented oa.mpo 11 To accomplish this, a 
well qualified cook and kitchen staff is necessa.ryo 
Qualificat i onso The main qualification for the cook would be 
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that he has training in nutrition and experience in quantity cookingc 
He should have leadership abilities to be able to supervise the 
kit chen staff. The ability to rise to emergencies and be able to 
utilize left-overs is also desirable. 
Duties. Some of the duties of the camp cook would be as follows: 
1. He plans the menus with the director and business managero 
2 . He nas charge of the kitchen and dining hall. (This would 
include supervising the work of the kitchen staff.) 
3. He informs the business man§ger of food supplies needed. 
4• Ee prepares or sees that all meals are prepared properly and 
on time .. 
5o He supervises and checks that all public health rules and re-
gulations are carried out in regards to the s toragep prepa-
r ation and serving of food. 
~ Hand_;y: ~ .Q£_ Caretaker 
It is a good policy to employ a handy man or caretaker in a 
camp for maintenance purposeso There is usually always something that 
needs to be fixed in the campo Also the grounds and buildings shoul d 
be kept safe and attractive at all times. 
Qualifications. There are no special qualifications for the 
handy man, except that he has the ability to do odd jobs around the 
camp. Some knowledge of carpentrJ, plumbing, and electricity is very 
beneficial. It is very advantageous if he is able to drive a car. 
Duties. The duties of the handy man would be that he makes 
repairs and keeps the grounds, buildings, and equipment in good con-
dition. He would also drive the camp car and truck for camp deliveri s 
and other errands. Important, though not pleasant, is his responsibiJ i-
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lity to see that all camp wastes and garbage are disposed of properly• 
III., STAFli' RECRUIT1 !..NT 
After having reviewed the qualifications and responsibilities 
. of a camp staff, the pro.blem arises as to how and where to find such 
qualified leaders. This problem is especially grave for the church 
camp, since it must depend almost entirely on volunteer help. Many 
qualified leaders are unable to donate their time to the camp, causing 
another problem for the chu:tch in obt~ining ·good leadership . 
Larger Staff Advantageous if Available 
As has already been stated, the camp staff as described. in this 
chapter; constitues the minimum number of leaders needed for the oper-
ation of a successful camp program, small or large. If possible, even 
more leaders should be employed to lighten the load of each staff member, 
thus increasing his or her effic iency.. For example, a craft director 
should be employed to have charge of all craft activities. A qualified 
waterfront director to supervise the swimming and boating· is an asset 
to the camp also. Another staff member that would be beneficial to the 
camp is a program director or a music director. 
Areas of Recruitment 
Many possible areas of recruitment are available to the church 
to select its camp staffo The following list, compiled by Bogardusp 
would provide satisfactory resources from whi ch the church camp is able 
to recruit qualified leadership. 
Church school teachers, preferably of juniors 
Directors of Christian education in local churches 
Persons carrying regional responsibility in children's work 
Parents of junior boys and girls 
Young adults 
Pastors 
Pastors wives 
Leaders with camp e~perience with other agencies 
Missionaries 
Public school teachers 
College students (above sophomore year) preparing for public 
school teaching, social ror, , religious education 
Student s from other countries. 
Staff Application Forms 
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The prospective camp leader should be requested to fill out a 
camp application form, indicating his qualifications and the position 
desired on the camp staff. This would help the church ca.m:p committee 
and the Director to make the best possible selections for each position 
on the staff o Sample application forms are listed in .Appendix E of 
this study. 
IV o SUMiviARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
This cha,pter ha.s shown the importance of securing th~ right 
kind of leadership for the junior camp. The qualifications and duties 
of the staff have been discussed , showing exactly what is expected of 
each staff memberc This information proves that the staff member 
needs many qualifications to perform his duties., It would eeem that 
the three most important qualifications for the staff member to have 
arec (1) a vital Christian Experience in the Lord, (2) a basic know-
ledge of the Word of God , and (3) a genuine l ove for chiliren. 
The writer has also attempted to list , what he thinks, consti-
1 Boge.rdus, .2.E.a ill• , p • 59 • 
CHA.I?'rER VI 
CHAPTI<~R VI 
DE.'VELOPmG TH[<; CA1l!.P PROGRAJ: 
After the camp staff lms been selected, the next logical step is 
to develop the camp programo This is, perhaps, the most important ele-
ment of the campo The reason for the exis tence of the camp is th cam-
per and the program for himo Without a ce.mp program the grounds, faci .... 
lities and staff would serve no purpone. 
I o TH& DEFTIUTION OF 11PROGlUi!1'1 
Before the CP~p program is planned there has to be a clear 
definition of what is meant by "camp program11 .. Hammett and Musselman 
define program in the following way. 
In the camp, program is everything--everything, that is, tha.t 
affects the ~ives of campers in the ourse of the camp day and the 
camp seasono 
Bogard.us describes the camp program in a similar way when she s ays: 
Program is everything that happens in c a~p throughout the 
twenty-four hour dayo It is s imming, but it is also what happens 
on the way to swi.mmingo It is worship, but is is also the conver• 
sation at the wash house, the way that decisions and pl~s are 
made the things that ta~e place in the cabin at bedtimeo 
However, the writer feels that the definition by Rubin would best 
describe "progra.m11 as it is set forth in this studyo Rubin states 1 
The camp program in the larger sense, is the complete plan 
of daily life and activities whereby it is sought to achieve the 
general objectives of organized camping and also the ideals of a 
certain camp or organizationo The whole process of life in camp 
1
catherine T. Ha.'U!!lett, and Virginia Musselman, ~£.?.mE Program 
Bookt (New York: Associat ion Press~ 1951), p. 3o 
2 La.Donna Bogardus, Planning the Church Camp for Jun:i.ors, (Chi-
cages National Council of the Churches of Christ, 1955), p. 21. 
--cabin and cooorr~nity duties as well as interests and recreation 
--is implied in the term "ca.mp program"., 
In a special sense "program" may refer to the daily calendar 
of activities--ski lls, sports, games, hobbies--or to any oni of 
them; "nature program", 11muaic program11 , "evening p:rogram" o 
IIo THl~ LENG'l'R .t\ND DATES OF '.l:HE CJudP PERIOD 
Perhaps one of the first things that needs to be established, 
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before anything else about the ca~p program is planned, is the duration 
and time of the camp periode This information needs to be decided upon 
early so that it can appear in the camp promotional materiale This task 
should be the responsibility of the church camp commit teeo 
Factors Determining Length 
Budget. In determing ·the dates and length of the camp period, 
one of the main factors that needs to be considered is the camp budgeto 
The amount of money available for the operation of the camp usually 
determines the length of the camp period. 
Staffe The avai l ability of the camp staff aomtimes affects the 
camp dates. For example, some good staff members may only be available 
e.t a certain time or for a certain duration of time. 
Camp objectives. Whether the objectives of the camp will be 
met during a specified length of time should also be considered in set-
ting up camp dates. Too short a camp period may he.ve little value f or 
the camper. 
Needs £! ~amper. Another determing factor would be to meet 
the needs of the camper. A period that is t oo long, could be detri-
1Robert Rubin, ~ ~ .2.[ Camping, (New Yorks Association :Press, 
1949), Pe 51. 
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mental t o the health and safety of the camper, whereas, a real short 
period would barely give the ce.lllper tirne to become accustomed t o his 
new surroundings and t he camp program to have any desiraple effect on 
~Best Desired Length 
Mos t writers in the camping field say very little about what 
would be the best desired length for the jun~or camp o Some suggest 
f ive days, while others mention as many as fourteen days . Even t hough 
the following statement appears in a manual for intermediate ca.mps, 
the writer feel s that it would apply equally well to the junior camp., 
Experi ence has thus far shown that a minimum of seven days is 
necessary for a good camp •••• Many di rectors and counselors share 
the opinion of a leader of a boys' camp , who testifies as 
follows: 'Having worked in fourteen, ten, and seven-day camps, I 
believe the Intermediate will get most good from a s eyen-day camp 
and that the longer camp is best for the older group. 
For this reason the writer suggests that the junior camp should. last 
s even days , starting on Monday and clos ing on Sunday night, and should 
be held sometime duri ng Jul y or Augusto These months ere most appro-
priate climatically for juniors to spend in the out-of-doors o 
III., TEE BNROLLMliiNT AND GHOUPINGS OF THE CAMPERS 
Jmother item that needs to be decided upon ea~ly, before camp 
begins, i s the question of how many campers are to be enroll ed and 
how shall they be groupedo T~e answers t o these questions affec t 
the planning of the program act ivities. 
1Intermediate Camps~~ Evangelical United Brethren Church, 
(Daytont The Board of Christian Education, nod.), Po 26~ 
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Enrollment 
The problem of church camps is that -they often required to 
enroll more campers than is desirablec The following statement by 
Cortell is often the predicament of the church camp. 
Because of the needs of the community, large agency membership, 
budget requirements, or the size of the facilities , agency camps 
are o~ten compelled to serve larger numbers than is really desir-
able. 
Need .f.2.!: ~ smaller oamn enrollment. The need for a smaller OEW"!lp 
enrollment is quite evident for juniors~ Juniors need much individual 
attention and this cannot be given them in a large campo The manual, 
Camping with Juniors, gives several good arguments for having smaller 
enrollment. 
For many children camping is their first experience away from 
their parents 6r in group living outside of their homes. A large 
camp makes the child 0 s adj ustment too difficult. 
Boys and girls of this age need the security which comes 
from personal ac~uaintence with the leaders as well as with the 
other campers. 'l'he adults should know all of the children indi-
v iduallyo This is very difficult in a large camp. 
Certainly a church camp £or juniors can best achieve i~s pur-
poses in terms of Christian living when it is kept small. 
Recommended n1~ber ~ enrollment~ The recommended number of 
campers to be enrolled varies with the di fferent authorities in the 
camping field. Bogardus recommends that sixty is the maximum enroll-
ment for a junior camp.3 The Camp Director's Handbook makes the 
1Marie Lafferty Corte11, Camping~ Purpose , (New York& 
Woman's Press, 1950) , p. 129. 
2campi ng !i!h Juniors, (Chicago: National Council of the 
Churches of Christ, 1951 ) , P• 14. 
3Bogardus, ££• £11., pe 50. 
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following s atement concerning enrollmento 
~ t o camp enrollment, the day of mass camping for church oper" 
ated camps seems to be overo A maximum of 90, most authorities 
agree, is best1for insuring personal attention to each camper in 
a. church campo 
For the program set forth in this study, the writer would 
suggest that the ideal number of campers would be wl enrollment of 
sixty-four~ This would insure personal attention to each campero 
The camp staff, which will probably have to be kept at a minimum due 
to finance and availability, will not be overburdened either wi th 
this enrollmento The maximum enrollment should be kept at eightyo If 
the group is any larger the campers will loose their identity in the 
crowd and individual attention to each ca~per i s not possiblea 
Grouping .2£ Oampers 
1Uong with the values gained from the smaller enrollment 
would also be t he small group basis of camping. Each cam_er i s 
act ually a part of four e,Toups ;: the cabin group, the study groups the 
activity group and the all-camp groupo 
~ cabin group., The cabin group is the primary ~oup to which 
the camper belongs o Each cabin is composed of approximately eight or 
ten campers o There may be les s than eight campers in each oabinp but 
there should not be more than teno The cabin counselor will have 
difficulty in controlling a larger group ., This cabin is "home" for 
the camper during his stay at campo Each cabin group is under the 
supervision of an adult counselor. 
1cam~ Director's Handbook, (Wheaton: Scripture Press Foundation , 
1959), Po So 
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The stuqy eL_roup. The next group that the camper participates in 
is the study group or the morning activity group. It is best i f this 
group is composed of one boys 1 cab i n and one girls 1 cabin., thus carry ... 
ing out the co-educational experience of ce~pinge However, it may j ust 
be composed of one cabin group. The primary activity )f this group 
would be the instruction period held every morningo 'I'he two counselors 
of this group could take turns i n leading t he instruction period. This . 
would give them more opportunity to prepare f or their lesson• After the 
study session is over, this group would spend t he res t of the morning 
together in various activities that the group chooses such as, craft , 
hiking, sports , etc. c 
~ afternoon activity grOUEo rNarJ afternoon each camper 
participates in an activity or act ivities of his owr1 choosinge He 
then becomes a part of this activity group t hat is tak ing part in a 
particule.r event. A counselor or qualified ins tructor is the supervisor 
or each afternoon activity and has charge of all the campers .desiring 
to tcl{e part in that particular activity. 
~ total campo The camper most certainly, is a part of the 
total crunp group. Most evening progrruns and aomedaytime activities are 
participated in by everybody in the camp. This not only gives the 
camper an experience of togetherness in-his small group but also an ~ 
awareness that he is a part of the whole camp groupo 
Co-educational camping . It should be noted that the groupings 
of the progr.am of junior camping, as set f orth in this chapter, are 
based on co-educational camping. 1mny arguments could be given on 
both sides, the 11 prosH and 11 cons '' of ':'· co-educational camping., The 
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writer feels that co-educational camps would seem to be nearer the 
pattern of normal life and should, therfore, be the standard of 
junior campsQ Several arguments presented by Burns would further sub-
stantiate the value of co-educational campinge 
Many feel that since boys and girls are together in the church, 
school , or agency program throughout the year, the contribution of 
this pattern at camp is preferable to artificial segregation of 
the sexes at campo Others recognize the sharing of a ctivities and 
decisions. e.s a better preparation for adult life in whi ch men 
and woman participate together and need common standards for re-
solving problems of home, business, professional, social, and 
polit ical lifeo Most of those advocation co-educational camping 
agree that it provides a more natural and1normal situation then that provided by a camp for just one sexo 
IV. THE STAFF TRAllHNG PERIOD 
The planning and preparation for the camp program actually be-
gins many months before the camp starts. Such things as publicity and 
staff selection must be completed well before the opening date. One 
of the major items of the camp program would be the pre ... camp training 
session of the staffo This part of the program is the complete re-
sponsibility of the directoro The staff will be assisting him in 
planning the rest of the program for the cam?ers , but he must plan 
and conduct the training session for the staffo This training session 
is very important for the staff. It helps them to become acquainted 
with each other and with the campo Bogardus states& 
One or more sessions for pre-camp training and preparation are 
necessary. Camp leaders cannot work together satisfactorily or 
effectively unless they have had opportunity to become familiar 
1Gerald Po Burns , .£i.aL"t Program E.£ .the Modern Camp, (New 
York: Prentice-H all, Inc., 1954), P• 250o 
with the site c-md with each other .. Unless they have a chance to 
think together about what t heir purposes and plans are, they are 
sure to1:reel uncertain, if not confused, throughout the camp periodo 
~Training Program 
Reimann makes the following statement concerning some things 
that need to be done in the staff training session .. 
Once the staff is engaged for the season, the director instructs 
it in the philosophy, policy, and purpose of the campp the respon-
sibilities and duties of each staff member; and the relat2onship of 
the members to each other, to the camper, and to parents .. 
Other items that should be done in the training period would be: 
(1) becoming acquainted with the camp site and facilities, (2) planning 
the daily schedule and program activi ties in the light of the camp 
o15jeotives and the needs o:f junior , and (3) becoming acquainted with 
the different camping skills such as, outdoor cookin , craft , fire .. 
building, swimming, boating, etc.. Tha various activities of the 
training period should be carried on , as much as possible, in the same 
manner as they will be done with the juniors during the camp session., 
This serves as a means of further training for the staffQ 
Staff' TraininG .B.t Mail 
A grave problem that the director of the church camp faces i s 
the possibility that he is ttnable to get all his staff members 
together at camp for a ~raining period before the camp begins. Many 
of the staff members for the church c&1lp are pastors and pastors 9 
wives and. a re usually· responsible for ge·tting the campers from their 
1 Bogardus, .Q.E.e cit ., 1 P• 61. 
2Lewis c .. Reimann, The Successful Gampp (Ann Arbo:rt The Univer-
sity of Michigan Press, 1958Jv p .. 12le 
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church to camp. Therefore, they are unable to ar:t'ive at camp until 
the opening dayo In cases like this t he dir ector needs t o carry on his 
staff training by maile He should supply the staff wi th i nformation 
concerning the camp layout, facilities, policies and objectives~ 
The staff should also be informed about their various duties and re-
sponsibil i ties. The planning of th daily sdhedule and pr ogram activi-
ties would have to be done primarily by the director ., However, if the 
direct or is able to get together with even a f e f of his s t aff members , 
to as sist him in program planning, he should do so. 
As the camp staff plans for the camp pr ogram i t needs t o r e-
member t hat the program i s for the camper. The camp objectives and 
the needs of junior boys and girls should be met by the program activ~-
ties. Certain elements of the camp program help the s t aff t o carry on 
a satisfactory camp session. 
Evangel is!!!, 
The primary element of the camp prograra for the church camp is 
the element of evangelism. Since the primary objective of the camp 
should be to win boys and girls to Christ, evangelism should be a pa.rt 
of every activity in the ca..."!.lp., Concerning this important element, 
Blankenship writes: , 
Evangelism is the goal of all that we do in the Christian 
education of juniors, in our church camps as in our church schoolso 
All our methods, materials; and programs should. conf ront the girls 
and boys with the gospel message of Jesus Christo For the junior 
camp thia mea..""J.s that the children are confronted · th the "Good 
News" in t heir experiences of worship , t hrough t heir discoveries 
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about God in his worl d of nature, through study of the Bible, and 
through twenty-four-hours-a-day living experiences lith counselors 
whose lives exemplify the Christlike wa,y of living. 
1l'he import::.:1.ce of evangelism is furthe r shown by Hazzard in his state-
ment on the spiritual values in camping. 
Camping without a sense of spiritual values is camping with its 
heart left out R The values are lnherent in camp life . You do 
not have to drag them in. They are there, But your ca~pers may 
largely miss them unless you feel them firsto Happy is the leader 
whose own awarenes s of spiritual values is so high and keen that 
the camping experiences i nto w~ich he leads his boys and girl s are 
all high spiritual adventures. 
Care should be t~: ... ken b y the staff, vhen they plan for evangelism 
in the camp progre.m, that they do not merely duplicate what the church 
does. There are so many different \Vays avail able for the c amp to make 
an ev ngel istic appeal to the camper that it need not use the same 
methods as are used in the church. The camp experience should be some-
thing new and different f or t he camper and it i s unfortunate if he is 
confronted with a se ries of evangelistic services exactly the same as 
he would have i n the local church. .Several ways i n which the element 
of evangelism would be brought into the camp program arer 
1. Morning· devotions around the breakfast table . 
2. Morning chapel periods designed for worship purposes o 
3. Cabin devotions , when the cabin group worships together under 
the gu.idance of the c ounselo:r.. 
4.. A well plan...""led consecration campfire service. 
5o A fagot service when the campers light a stick from the ce.mp-
fire and give testamonies about their stand for Christ. 
6., Personal interviews and informal quiet talks between staff 
members and campers. 
1Lois Blankenship , ~~.f.£:£~' quoted in David G .. White, 
11The Philosophies and Procedures in Church Camps,n (Unpublished Bachelor 
of Divinity Thesis, Western Evan gelical Seminary, Portland, 1959 ) P• 45 .. 
2Lowell B. Hazzard, "Spiritual Values in Campinga, Light from!!:. 
Thousand Campfires, ed o by Kenneth B .. Webb, (New York: Association Press, 
1960), P• 50o 
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Worship 
The element of worship in the camp program is connected qui-te 
closely with evangelismo Yet the camper cannot truly 11worship 11 unless 
he has first experienced a change in his heart brought about by accep-
ting Christ as his Personal Saviourc The outdoor setting of the 
oa~p is a natural means of inducing the spirit of worshipe Thera are 
many opportunities to carry on planned worship services during the camp 
period but many times the periods of spontaneous worship that camp 
living brings are more valuable. Bogardus states: 
In addition to the planned worship times, each leader needs to 
be alert to other occasions when• without specific advance planning 
some experience takes on the quality of worshipo A beautiful sun-
set, a far view from a hilltop, a burst of song from a bird near-by 
are the kinds of things that sometimes bring a hush of wonder to a 
groupooo• 
When a leader realizes that wonder, a deep sense of group 
fellowshipt or some other experience brings a group to an av/are-
ness of God's presence , he may lead a group to give expression to 
what they are feeling. Re may start a hymn, recall a verse from the 
Bible, or prayo Sometimes he '!.fay feel that it is better just to 
. pause for a moment in silence. 
~ of !hE!, Bible 
The use of the Bible is certainly an essential element of the 
program for the junior campc Actually the element of evangelism and 
worship are largely dependent on the proper use of the Bibleo Commen~ 
ting on the importance of the Bible as an element in t he camp program11 
the 1!:nsigns write: 
The Bible is the basic resource f or Christian livingo In any 
program of Christian education whi ch seeks to bring a person tnto 
a personal relationship with God , the Bible must be used in such 
a way that God may be made known through the revelation of His 
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will and purpose for man's life and for our l ife now0aeo , 
To use the Bible thus is not merely t o aim to learn facts about 
it or to use its passages in a proof-text approach, but rather i s 
to relate its message to our present camp life in such a way that 
God can speak directly through His Word to the lives of the campers 
-to th;ir problema, in their worship, and to their personal aspira-
tionsa 
~ Planned Study Period 
One of the ways in which the Bible is used in the camp program 
is through the daily study sessionse This study period is another 
major element of the camp program. In fact, most of t he other camp 
activities are built around what is presented in the study period so 
that the camp program becomes correlated. Thus the camper puts into 
practice what he has learned in the study period. 
Time ~ place f2.:£. ~ stud,y periodo The best time for the 
study period to be held is usually in the morningo Then the campers 
are able to put into practice the things they have studied during the 
rest of the day. Unless weather conditions interfere, all study sessions 
at camp should be held out-of-doorso This would make the setting 
different than what the camper has had in Sunday School and would also 
serve as a means of drawing the camper closer to God through naturee 
The instwu:ctor& The study group i s led by· the cabin counselor. 
I f two cabin groups join together for this period then the two counse-
lors are able to vrork together ln preparing the study lessons. It is 
more advantageous that the cabin counselors do their own teaching for 
1John and Ruth Znsign, Camning Together~ Christians , (Rich-
monds John Knox Press, 1958), p o 23o 
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their group, rather than having a separate instructor for the study 
period, because the counselor knows his group t he' best and therefore, 
is able to gear the lesson to the particular needs of the cabin group. 
\ In l eading the study period the counselor should endeavor to deal 
with the material v to be stud:Led, moi'e in terms of group discussion 
and sharing rather than in terms of lecture. 
~ Curriculum. The Bible most certainly should be the basic 
textbook for the study period. HoweYer, the use of other curriculum 
materials is very desirable. Courses of study based on teaching the 
campers important Christian facts and attitudes for their lives are 
very beneficialo It is not the purpose of this study to analyze the 
different camp study courses available to see which one is the best. 
Many denominations put out their own material f or camping ~~d this 
would probably be what will be used by the camp of that particular 
denomination. The writer would like to present the following criteria 
for the selection of study material. Care should be taken that the 
material ist (1) centered in Jesus Christ• (2) based on the Bible, 
(3 ) evangelistic in tone, (4 ) geared to the junior age and their 
interests, (5) related to life today, and (6) linked to the camp's 
outdoor environment. Any material meeting the above standards would 
be satisfactory for the stuclY period. 
Recreation 
The element of recreation should not be neglected in the camp 
program either. For a camp experience should be full of fun and 
adventure for the camper as well as presenting him with the Gospel 
message. Most recreational activities would take place in the after-
noon but they need not be limited to just the afternoon. All recreation 
should be learning experiences for the camper along with providing fun 
and fellowship for himo 
Swimming. Perhaps the greatest form of recreation for the 
junior would be the swi!l11!ling periods. This activity must be under the 
strict supervision of a qualified life-guard or waterfront director 
to ensure the safety end health of the CP~perso Swimming instruction 
could be given as p~rt of the camp program or swimming could be done 
just for xecreational purposeso In any case campers should not have 
more than two swi~ning periods a day. Thirty minutes ought to be the 
maximum time in the water for the camper and he should not be allowed 
to go swimming right after eating. 
Boating. Where a lake front is a part of the camp property~ 
boating is another popular form of recreationo Concerning this activ~ 
ity Bogardus statest 
Boating also comes under the supervision o.f the waterfront 
director, who should be familiar with the safety measures approved 
by the American Red Grosso Instructions in rowing and ''boating 
behavior" should be given before boating is don,. .1-\n adult 
swimmer must accompany junior campers in boats. 
Other recreational activities. Other recreational activities 
that lend themselves to the junior camp would be : fishing, hiking, 
archery, and the various sports and games. All of these activities 
can be learning experiences .for the camper where he learns new skills , 
sportsmanship and Christian behaviour. 
Camp Craft 
1 Bogardus, ~· cit., P• 72. 
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One element of the camp program that is usually neglected in 
the church camp is the development of camp craft skills a These are 
the activities that make camping real ly 11 different 11 for the junioro 
Joy comments on the importance of camp craft in the following manner. 
?/hen children come ·to camp they want and expect to do and to 
learn things that are different from the offerings of school, 
playground, clob, troop• recreation center ~~d homeo They are 
disappointed and disillusioned if they find at camp only the same 
sports, games, crafts and general interests to wh:i.ch they are 
accustomed in the cityo Mos t of them must, as they anticipate 
their approaching camp experience, think of it as a time for new 
kinds of fun, new interests and adventureo 
Hammett and Musselman further enlarge on the value of camp crafto 
Camp craft skills should be an integral part of all camp p~ograms 
and be closely related to the general l iv ing areas of the camperso 
The more camp craft, the better the outdoor livingo These 
skills are the basis of camp living for all age groups and all 
t ypes of ca~ps o They should not be reserved for occasional hikes , 
trips, and outings, but be featured in the everyday life of campers o 
In addition to building resourcefulness, initiative, and self-
r eliance , these skills develop a love for and an appreciation of 
the out-of-doors, and a feeling of responsibility on the part of 2 the camper as they open up to him a wide range of group experience s • . 
Definition. A .good definition of what is meant by camp craft 
-would help one to understand why it should be included i n the camp 
program. "Camp era t , briefly defined is the art of ta...ldng care of 
one's self and others in the outdoor s and getting joy and inspiration 
from it."; This quld include such activities aa out-door cooking, fire 
1 Barbara Ellen J oy, Camp Craft, (Mineapolis: Burgess Publ ish-
ing Coo 1955) , Po lo 
2
catherine To Hammett and Virginia Musselman, ~ Camp Program 
~' (New York: Association Press, 1951) , p~ 62. 
3Burns, ll• al., Q:e.e cit., P• 95 .. 
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building, overnight camp outs , knO\vledge of knot-tying, use of knife and 
axe, setting up an outdo'or shelter, tc . 0 
Extent .9.£ _9ampcraft programo The wri er would suggest that it 
is not desirable for the church camp t o major in campcraft activitieso 
That is not the main purpose of the campo Yet each camper should have 
the thrill of at l east cooking one meal by himself over an open fire or 
spending a night out under the starry sky. These activities can be 
used to bring an awareness of nature and the universe t o the camper and 
thus draw him closer to Godo A very valuable booklet to assis t the staff 
in planning for oa.rnpcrai't activities would be Catherine To Hammett's 
1 book of Camporaft o 
Creative Activities 
A very valuable educational element of the camp program would be 
the vari us creative activities for the oampeJ.'• These would include 
such things as music, dramatics , writing, nature projects, painting, 
sketching and handicraft projects. The value of creative activities 
can be readily seen from the following statement by the Ensignso 
Creative ex ression can be a response to an encounter with some-
thing--revelations of God in the beauty and magnitude of the created 
world ; joy in fellowship, a beautiful or potentially beautiful 
rock, piece of wood, or other material, or even the arranging of 
plants and fl wers to make them show more beautifully. Creative 
activities can also be a means of expressing ideas about things 
(stories or thoughts told in words, pi ctures, drama, or musi c) or 
emotional reactions to things (Pictures and music that you feel, 
that convey a mood rather than express a tangible idea.) Such 
activities deepen a campers' perception and help him to grow 
1
catherine T. Hammett, Your Own ~ .9.£ Campcraft, (New York t 
Pocket Books, Inc., 1950), price 35 cents. 
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in his ability to understand and express himself o j · 
For the church camp the two most important creative activities 
would probably be the music and craft programs. These are the most 
common and widely used elements and seem to be most beneficial to the 
Music Programe The importance of the music program in the camp 
must not be minimized. A camp without music is not the place for a 
junior age ohild. For, what will a child learn sooner than a song? 
Singj_ng unifies a group and a. song light ens the work of all cc<.mp tasks,. 
The memory that lingers l ongest with the camper is of the time he spent 
in singing around the campfire$ This is exemplified by Burns in the 
following statement. 
What camper, though he may have forgotten everything else about 
camp, fails t o remember singing around a blazing campfire? . r.rhere 
is no experience that quite mat ches that of blending his voice in 
harmony with those of his fel low campers. The quality of the 
individual voice makes little difference; the bond of friendship is 
drawn tighter. The need of every individual for feeling that he 
"belongs" is met by ~he simple act of singing around a campfire 
at the cl ose of day • . 
The musi c program can serve a. fourfold purpose in the camp. It 
can be used (1) to let off steam, (2) for entertainment 9 ( 3) for 
transition, and (4) f or praise and worship.. It is best t o use secular 
songs for the purpose of letting off s team and to use the choruses and 
hymns f or the purpose of worship and praise to the Lord. In thi s way 
the campers are ab~e t o have good clean fun at the beginning of a pro-
e,Tam through "fun" songs and then, a.s the group becomes quieter, lift 
1John and Ruth Ens i gn, E.£.• ill•, p .. 41 . 
2:Burns, fi al .. ; ~ill·• p .. 127., 
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their voices in praise to God through the choruses and hymns o The 
songs of transit i on should ma~e a smooth bridge from the entertainment 
type to the worship type. In order to make the music program more 
effective in the camp a good song leader and pianist are benefioialo 
Craft Program. The craft program i s also a very valuable 
e l ement in the camp. In setting it up an attempt should be made to keep 
it simple and to use natural materials--those materials that can be 
found on the campsite . Or i ginality, rather than perfection should be 
stressedo The following comment by Gortell would give further sugb~st-
ions for a good craft program. 
Finding the material for craft work, preparing it for use , 
and applying designs which are reminiscent of the beauties of 
nature increase the value of the object f or the camper and connect 
it pleasantly wit h his learni ngs from other camp activitiea o 
Whatever arts and crafts are offered in a camp, there should be 
constant emphasis on original and tasteful designo Crafts pro-
jects which are mere jigaaw-puzzle tasks of fitting together 
manufactured art icles dave:.\op little creativeness or artistic 
appreciat ion in anyoneo oe ' 
Sanitation 
Perhaps the most practical element of the camp program is that 
of sanitation. This would include such activities performed by the 
campers as cleaning washrooms and latrines, setting and clearing 
tables (washing dishes could also be incl uded) , keeping their living 
quarters clean and orderly, sweeping ?~d cleaning other camp buildings 
and caring for t he grounds . These activities serve as a purpose in 
teaching campers responsibility and skill in performing common house-
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hold tasks. Care should be taken to distribute the work evenly among 
the camper~ and t o make it interesting and challenging. Contests could 
be used, to see who does his work the best, and to stimulate en-
thusiasm. 
VI . TEE DAILY SCHEDULE 
In order to be able t o allow proper time for all of the program 
activities in the camp, some form of daily schedule is needed. This 
schedule should not be too ridged so that the camper has no free time 
at all. It should also be flexible enough to a.llow changes to be made 
as the need arises. Yet a schedule is necessary t o serve as a guide for 
the camp activi ties. Lederman states~ 
Although an ideal camp program will be fairly flexible and 
informal, giving large blocks of time for special camp activities 
or counselor group projects, s ome structure i~ needed for the 
camp d~ to keep things in balance and order. 
The daily schedule is planned and set up by the staff during 
the training periodo Changes are usually made if the s chedule proves 
uhsatiafactory to the needs of the campers. The following suggested 
daily schedule has been set up by the writer for use in the juniOr 
church camp. Some changes will probably have to be made in it to fit 
a particular camp's need. Other sample daily schedules are listed i n 
Appendix C for reference purposes. 
A Daily Schedule ~ Junior Campa 
7:00 j\} D 
7:30 AM. 
Reveille 
Breakfast 
1Robert So Lederman; CeJllp Counselor's Book .£2.!:. ttLiving .fu!. 
Christians" , (Dayt on= The Otterbe in Press, 1953), Po 11. 
8: 00 AM., 
8115 Aida 
8 : 30 Milo 
9 :15 AM. 
9 : 30 A} IT h0 
Morning Devotions 
Fl ag Raising 
Camp Clean-up 
Cabin Inspection 
l .. lorning Activity Period 
Daily Study Period 
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Small Group activit i es planned by the cabin 
11 : 30 A...\1 . 
12:0 AM. 
12r30 .A.M. 
1 : 30 PMo 
2: 30 Pl' ! . 
2t 30-5:00 PMo 
5r30 P:M a 
6:00 PMo 
7: 00 p • 
7a15 PP o 
7 : 30 PMo 
8 r 30 P.M 
9a00 PMo 
9 :30 PM. 
group with their counseloro 
Chapel 
Free Time 
Lunch 
Horizontal Club meeting (Rest period) 
Camper's Choice (afternoon activity period) 
Swim.rning 
Boating 
Cr eative activities 
Recreational act ivities 
Camp s tore hour• 
Free time 
Supper 
Flag lowering 
Free Time 
Evening Program--Campfire 
Return t o cab i ns-- Cabin devotions 
Taps 
Staff meetings 
This schedule has been set up in this manner so t hat i t would 
meet t he American Camping Association °s Standards, about camp program, 
which s t ate : 
Within the general framework of t he program, there should be 
opportUl'li ty for co-operative planning of a ctivit ies by campers 
and ce~p staff and an opportunity for some choice of act ivities 
by individual campers. 
The program should provide opport uni ty f or individual act ivity, 
for r e st and quiet, f or small group activi ty and f or occasions 
i nvolving the rhole camp o 
The pa ce, pressure .and intensity of the program shoul d be 
regul ated so that campers will •·1ave tj.me f or leisure and can PfTrti-
oipate in aotivitieo of their ovm will and at thei r own tempoo 
1standards , Report of Camping Practices for Resident Camps, 
(Mar t insvill e a American Camping Association, nodo) , Po 3e 
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Comments~~ Daily Schedule Act ivities 
As has already been pointed out, the daily ached le, as proposed 
by the writer, may need to be altered s omewhat for each particular camp 
situation.. For, no two camps will be abl e to use the exact same schedule, 
since the schedule should be worked out as it best fits the needs of t he 
campers and staff.. The following comments will give further expl anation 
on the daily s cheduleo 
Sleep ~~o Junior campers should recieve at least ten hours 
of sleep a night.. The early morning rising time gives the camper a. new 
experience in 11 getting up with the sun11 o As Bogardus puts ita 
Too few boys and girls today have a chance to know the wonder 
of wat ching and heari ng the world of nature awaken a~d to know 
the exhilaration of being up and about in t he very early morning 
hours. Since cam . allows an early bedtime• campers may rise early 
and yet have the required amount of sleepo 
An hour of rest is allowed after lunch to give the campers a 
chance to relax from their many activities.. Many campers may need 
extra sleep and they should be encouraged to s l eep during the rest 
period... Reading and letter-writing may be done during the rest period 
but the campers should be lying down and quiet f or most of the hour·. 
Meals.. It is necessary that the campers r ecieve three whole-
some nutritious meals to enable them to be physically fit for an 
active camp program~ Meal time can be an enj oyable time as well as an 
educational experience.. Here the campers are able to have fellowship 
and learn table manners. It i s best that the meals be served "family 
style" with an adult counselor acting as host or server for each tRble. 
1LaDonna Bogardus, Planning the Church Camp for Juniors, (Chica-
goz National Council of the Churches of Christ~ 1955}7 Po 26o 
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Ca.mpera should help with the dining room duties as much as they are 
able to helpo Details in food handling and serving totS"ather wHh the 
kitchen and dining room procedures should be worked out with the 
kitchen staff by the director o 
Camp duties. Campers should be encouraged to participate in 
their camp clean-up duties" They need to recieve the sense that this 
is their camp and that it is up to them to keep it neat and clean. The 
du·ties that are involved in camp clean-up have already been mentioned .. 1 
The cabin inspection should serve a.s a. means of challenge for the 
campers in their camp duties ; for juniors enjoy contests and competitiono 
r.rhis will also help them to assume responsibilities" 
Morning activity period. The main purpose of the morning acti-
vity period is for the study time.. E:a.ch cabin group could have its 
own study· period or t wo cabin groups could join together for this 
session. The cabin counselors are the teachers.. This smAll group 
class gives the counselors more opportunity to work with the campers . 
Basic Christian truths adaptable to an outdoor setting should be 
taught. 
No specific length of time needs to be set for the study period 
but the time should be ba.sed on th.e campers · interest. Yet enough 
time needs to be taken to cover the t opic for that day. After the 
lesson period is over, the mat of the activity period should be spent by 
the small groups in activities of the groups' choosingo It is possible 
that some time will be spent in a craft project pertaining to the 
1~ 1-r·'X ;:,upra, Po 1 .JJ• 
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lesson material studied that day. The group may go on a hike in the 
woods observing the beauties of God's handiwork or engage in any other 
activity that is a part of the camp programo 
Mornine chapel.. The morning chapel periods and a.lao the morning 
devotional period in the dining hall, right after breakfast? are designed 
for v1orship purposes. 'l'hese are a means of drawing the camper closer 
to God. The chapel service should be kept rather serious and formalp 
making it a ''special'• time each day for the camper to reverently express 
himself in true worship to Christ, the Lord. The devotional services 
should also help the camper to establish the habit of having personal 
devotions when he leaves the camp. 
Afternoon activities. The afternoons at camp are spent in an 
activity or activities of the crunpers own choice. Each activity is 
supervised by a counselor or other qualified leader~ The camper may 
choose to spend the whole afterno.on in one activity (this is rarely the 
case with juniors) or he may participate in two or three activities 
during the afternoon. The afternoon may be divided into periods thus 
giving more campers the opportunity to pa~ticipate in several activitieso 
The time for each activity may need to be limited if it is deemed detri-
mental to the camper or only a limited number can participate at one 
time. For example, the camper should not ·be allowed to swim the whole 
afternoon or if only a few boats are available time limits are necess-
ary for each boating tripo 
~ camp_ store. No doubt campers will wish to purchase refresh-
ments and other camp supplies during their stay at camp. This may be 
done at the camp store. The store is operated by the business managerc 
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He purchases the supplies and supervises its sales. A satisfactory 
time for store hours v;ould be in the afternoon, probably from 2a30 PM. 
to 5t00 PM.<>O This would give the oampers ample time to purchase their 
needed items. 
~~· The cruup schedule should not be a regimented affair 
where the campers have to be doing something every minute of the de.y. 
There should be times for rel~xation and free time when the camper is 
able to do what he pleases. Camp life should be a life of relative 
leisure., But too much free time is undesirable since the camper is 
apt to become bored., 
~ evening program. One of the highlights of the camping 
experience for the junior is the evening campfire program. The manual 
on Steps ~ 4-H Camping states: 
The campfire is the heart of the camp program where all the 
scattered impressions of the busy day are brought to a focus, and 
where the ideals of the camp find their best express ion. 
The glow of golden light , surrounded by darkness, brings a 
gradual quiet over almost any gathering of youngster, however 
noisy and active they have been during the dayo Here is a perfect 
setting for meditation; for slow and cautious words, and above all 
for the life of imagination in songs and stunts and stories. 
Every minute of campfire is precious , and everything that enters 
into the program at campfire should be well done and worthy of 
the time and place. The cheap and trashy should be left out; the 
inspiring and uplifting should be brought ine This does not 
mean that who\esome fun is not in keeping, but it shoul d be lean 
and pleasant ., 
Variety should b e stressed i n the evening program., Usually it 
is best to start out in a lighter vein and even have some a ctive 
games., Then, as the evening progresses things begin to get quiet and 
1
steps .!Q_ 4-H Camping, (United States Department of Agricul-
ture, Federal Extension Service, n .. do), p .. 35o 
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the campers gather close to the glowing campfire, presenting an ideal 
sett ing t o challenge the campers wi th an evru1gelist ic message. It is 
usually best if the evening program is planned a s an all-camp activity. 
This ould allow f or better planning and also enable each camper to 
hear the Gospel mes sage. 
Cabin devotions . After t he close of the campfire the campers 
return to their cabins to prepare for sleep. Just before the lights 
are turned out and another wonderful day comes to a close for t he 
camper, the counselor l eads his cabin group in their evening devotions. 
'.[!his is a golden oppor tunity for the counselor to lead the damper to 
Christ. As the camper reflects on the activities of the day and what 
he has learned, the counselor is able to guide him t o think about his 
spiritual relationship to Christ . The trials and pains of the day fade 
avtay f or t he counselor when he realizes that he has been used of the 
Lord to wi n a life to Christe This is what makes the j unior camp 
worthwhi leo 
Staff meetings. ·rhroughout the session of the camp, the s taff 
will need to have peri odic meetings for the purpose of checking pro-
gress and clearing plans f or program activitieso The staff meetings 
are also a valua·ole time for Christian fellowship for the staff 
members and serve as a time to be spent in prayer for the camp. The 
best suitable time for staff meetings is an unset tled question. I f 
possible it is best to hold them sometime during the day but usually 
it i s easier t o get all the staff members together at night. 
VIl e THE OPI~N ING .AND CLOSING DAYS 
Deviations are usually made from the regular s chedule for the 
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opening and closing days of campo Both of these days are ver,y impor-
tant and need to be well planned .. The first impressions the camJErs 
recieve on the opening day will set the stage for the rest of his 
camping periodo Similarily, the closing day needs to be well planned 
to loave a final challenge with the camper as he goes back home .. 
Opening ~· Everything should be ready for the arrival of 
the campers on the opening dayo The camp grounds and facilities should 
all have been put in order so that the camper will be able to have a 
real enj oyable time at c ~'11p.. '.Che pre-registration wil l have taken place 
so tha t the counselors will have t he names of the campers in their 
cabin.. All staff members should be on hand to g~et the campers hen 
they arri ve, to make them feel welcome. 
The campers probably will not be arriving until the afternoon of 
the opening day, so most of the afternoon will be s pent in getting 
settled in the cabin and becoming acquainted rith each other. The 
counsel or should then take the campers on a tour of the camp and 
discus s s ome of th activitiestha.t will take place in a camp., 
After supper there should be a time of g~~es and the evening 
campfireo This first campfire would primarily be a time for intro-
ducing the staff and explaining the camp programe However, it should 
close on a high spiritual ·cone so that the real purpose of camp may 
felt. 
Closing da.y. Since the closing day of camp ; as t is set forth 
by the writer in this study, is a Sunday, the progra~ for the day will 
be somewhat different than what it has been all weeko Not only does 
the closing day have a special significance for the camper, but Sunday 
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should be observeddifferently in campQ The following statements taken 
from Mitchell and Crawford would describe a good Sund~ programo 
Sunday is a "specialtt day in campJ the regular program is 
dispensed with and campers are given much free time to engage in 
quiet, restful activities, oo eBreakfast is usually served a little 
later than usual.o It is a day for dressing in best camp clothes ooo 
It is often designated as Vi,itor~s day with the camp playing 
host to parents and .friendso 
The study period should still be held on Sunday, but there 
would be no other activities the rest of the morning. Instead, a 
regular church worship service ought to be heldt for the camp should 
not break down the feeling for corporate worship which the home church 
seeks to foster. 
The noon meal could probably be half hour later so that the 
campers ould have more time for relaxation. The camp store would be 
closed on Sunday. 
The afternoon would be a time for visitation of campers with 
parents and friends. A few activities could be carried on in the after-
noon, but craft activities should not be helde 
The evening program is the closing service of the camp. A 
well planned consecration service or fagot campfire is very appropriateo 
As the campers reflect on their week at camp an opportunity should be 
given them to give testamonies of what camp has meant to them.. This 
last service should be impressive and challenging for the campers., 
Care should be taken that the service is not ·too long for many parents 
will be taking their children home :that evening., At any rate the rest 
1 A., Viola Mitchell , and Ida }3 ., Crawford, Camp Counseling, 
(Philadelphia: W ..B. Saunders Company, 1955), pe 179 .. 
of them will be departing early the next morning. 
VIIIo SUhTilARY ;mD CONCLUSIONS 
This chapter has traced the development of the c~p program 
from its beginning to the last day of camp. Much of the material 
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is based on the personal opinions of the writer from his past experi-
ence in junior camp work8 The finer details involved in all the 
act ivities of the camp program have not been mentioned here for it 
is impossible to anticipate exactly all the . problems that will arise in 
setting up a particular type of programs Yet most of the primary 
factors have been analyzedo 
The major portion of the chapte_ covers the elements of a good 
camp program. These include, evangelism, worship, use of the Bible? 
the planned study period, recreation, camporaft , creative activities. 
and sanitationo These would give the camper a well rounded experience 
in camp lifeo 
A sugges ted daily schedule has also been included in this 
chapter with an explanation of the activities for each dayo A fairly 
relaxed program isbest f or the junior camper. Through the activities 
for each day there are many opportunities for the crunper to be drawn 
closer to God and experience t he joy of salvatione 
Even though camp life has its problems the rewards are much 
greater when one realizes that through an experience of camping a 
junior boy or girl may be won to Christ . 
CHAPTER VII 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUS IONS 
CH.APT.F..lR VII 
SUM"rU!.RY 1\llD GONC LUS IONS 
An attempt has been made in this study to coYer the major items 
connected with setting up a camping pr ogram for j uniors with an evange-
listic emphasise Much of the information in this study has been based 
on the writer 's personal experiences gained from working in junior 
camps both as a COUllselor and directorc The following summary sets 
forth the major items covered in each cha.ptero The cone uding remarks 
based on the results of t he study , give evidence of the value of junior 
church camping .. 
I ;:,Ui\ll''liARY 
~ Imnortance .Q.[ Junior Camps 
Juniors are found in every church . A camping experience offers 
to them many opportunities of Christian Education t hat the local 
church is unable to achieve , through its r egular programo 
Objectives 2[ junior camps. The value of a camping experience 
f or t he junior is based upon the objectives set up by the church 
campo The major ob j ectives for the junior camp are • (1 ) ~inning the 
camper to Christ; (2 ) Providing an experience of Christian living; 
(3) Offering an experience in outdoor living; (4 ) Developing camping 
skill s; (5) Building good health; and (6) Providing fun and adventuree 
Through these ob j e ctives desirable char acterist ics of' the junior are 
developed and his needs are met, such as the need fOr J friends, 
security, affection, l earning independenoe , s olving problems, adventure 
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and relaxe,tion. 
! Brief ~ry .9.£ ~ Development .2£ Junior C,runps 
Camping is as old ae man for man originally had to live outdoors o 
The church c amping movement probably had its origin in the Jewish 
feast of Tabernacles. However, organized camping is distinctly Amerio 
can and had its origin in the Camp Meeting movement of Affierica. 
~ beginnin~s .91. organized camping. Three distinct types of 
camping mark the start of organized camping.. (1 ) The first school 
camp was started by Frederick William Gunn in 1861.. He is generally 
accorded the title of "J?a.ther of Organized Camping." (2) The first 
private camp was started for frail boys by Dr., Joseph Trimble Roth-
rock in 1876. (3 ) The first church camp was started in 1880 by the 
Reverend George Wo Hinckleye 
~ beginning .91. junior camping~ From these early beginnings 
of organized camping emerged many secular agency camps. The church 
was rather hesitant to enter the camping field on a large scaleo It 
wasn't until after the First World War that church camping became 
prominent and then it was primarily for older youtho The need for 
junior campa soon became evident and by the 1930's junior camping 
started to expande This expanaion brought problems in regards to 
adequate leadership and programe 
Co-education~! camping;, One area in which the church has been 
pioneering is in the realm of co-educational c~-mpso This type of 
camping is beginning to grow more significant today as its value 
is realized., 
Establishing ,2 Camp ~ and Pacili ties 
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It is necessary to have a proper camp site with adequate 
facilities in order to operate a successful camp programo Such items 
as location and size need to be considered in establishing a camp 
site. A satisfactory camp site would be located away from densely-
populated areas to afford privacy and contain some level ground for 
recreation, rolling terrain and wooded areas for hiking and nature 
studies, and a lake front for waterfront facilities. 
Camp buildings ~ facilitieso The camp buildings should be 
layed out with a central area f or administration, eating, worship and 
recreation and outlying areas for camper living units~ Such buildings 
as, administration building, dining hall, chapel , craft shop, and camp 
hospital are needed.. :Proper and adequate equipment and facilities are 
needed to operate a successful camp.. These would include, swimming 
facilities, boating facilities, craft facilities and equipment, first 
aid facilities and equipment and athletic facilities end equipment. 
Choosing the Camp Staff 
Perhaps even more important than a good camp site and facilities 
for the junior camp is to have a com~etent camp staff. Each staff 
member should have the following qualifications: (1) a. gem:1ine 
Christian experience, (2 ) a knowledge of the Word of God; (3) a love of 
children, (4 ) an ability to work with others t ( 5) a love of the out-
of-doors, (6 ) a basic knowledge of camping skills, (7) a good sense 
of humor, and (8) a healthy body end mind to carry out the many respon-
sibilities that a camp program demands • 
.! minimum camp staff. Every camp should employ enough staff 
members to carry on a successful campo The writer has proposed the 
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following staff members as necessary to operate a camp. Each camp 
needs, (1) a camp director, (2) a business manager, (3) enough cabin 
counselors so that each counselor has charge of only eight or ten 
cp.mpers, (4) a camp nurse, (5) a camp cook, 8.nd (6) possibly a care-
taker. Each staff member needs to be specially qualified for his 
particular job. These staff members would be recruited primarily 
from the workers within the local churches Suoh individuals as 
Sunday School teachers, Pastors, Pastors wives and parents of junior 
boya and girls would be excellent staff memberse 
Developing .ih!, Camp PrograiD:, 
The most important part of the camp is the camp progra.mo Its 
activities are carried out by the staff for the campers. In orrler to 
be able to meet all the objectives of the camp in the program the 
length of the camp should be seven d.ays. A smaller enrollment, of 
about sixt;y"'!'four to eighty, and the small group basis of camping 
are beneficial to a successful camp programo Co-educational camps are 
also more valuable than segregated camps since they are nearer the 
pattern of normal life. 
~staff. Before the program can be put into operation, the 
camp staff needs to be trained for its particular responsibilities. 
Through this training program they become aquainted with the camp, 
and its objectiveso This training is best carried on at the camp 
ai te but i f necessary could be done by mail. The staff also sets up 
the program activities for the campers during the training period. 
The camp program. The activities of a good camp program 
should include the following elements: (1) evangelism, (2) worship, 
(3) use of t he Bible, (4) the planned study period , (5) recreation, 
(6) camp craft, (7 ) creative activities , and (8 ) sanitationc The 
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daily s chedule for these act i vit ies needs to be flexible enough t o allow 
time for l eisure and s ome choice of activitieo by individual campers .. 
Some small group actiYities and also all-camp activities should be a 
part of the camp progTam. The evening campfires ar.o good times to 
present the campers with a.n evangelistic ohallengeo The cabin devo-
tions at night, led by t he counselor, afford excel l ent opportunities f or 
winning the camper t o Christo On the opening day everythint; needs to 
be ready f or the campers arrival .. The cl osi ng day is a very special 
day at camp. It is also a Sunday i n the program of the camp, as sat 
forth by the writer in this studyo A formal Sunday morning worsh.ip 
service is very appropriate in the junior camp o A sugges t ed closi ng 
cmpfire is a consecration fagot service giving opportunity f or the 
camper to expr'E!ss what he has gained from hi.s c :mping expericmceo 
II CONCLUSIONS 
General Conclus ions 
The ~ignificance of~ stud;t:o A camping exper ience fo r the 
j unior age child is one of the main highl i ghts in his life. To have his 
conversion experience take place in a camping experience uould make 
both experiences something he will cherish forever. This is why it is 
so v tal for the church to offer the junior a.n outdoor camping experience 
wi t h evangelism as its pri mary o'bject i ve. Ma:[lY junior boys and gi r l s 
t hat are not being reached :for Christ through the chur ch 1 a regul ar 
program can be won to Christ through a gocd ca.mping program. Hence , 
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The significance or value of this study is evident by the fact that it 
was possible to structure a. program of church camping for juniors p-ro-
viding a genuine evangelistic emphasis and still offering a real out-
door camping experienceo 
Failure .2£. other camp programs. In gathering information for 
this study the writer arrived at the following conclusions. (1 ) Most 
camping programs available for juniors are for secular agency camps. 
These offer an excellent out-door camping experience f or the camper 
but make little or no contribution toward his spiritual development. 
This would make these programs undesirable for church use. (2) Some 
church camping programs are available that provide a good out-door 
camping experience for the junior but they too fail to emphasize the 
evangelistic element which is so important to a good church camping 
program. ( 3) Those church camping programs that do includ.e evangelism 
as their primary objective usually i,"ail to oi~fer a good out-door cam-
ping experience. The activities carried on by these CE!..mp·ing programs 
could just as well be done in the local church th::::·ough its regular 
Christian educational program. All that is actually offered is a 
regular church program held away from the chruch in an out-door 
setting. The writer is convinced that the out-door camping experience 
need not be sacrificed to achieve an evangelistic empasis or that the 
evangelistic element should be minimized t o offer an out-door camping 
experience~ The results of this study are p::..·oof that both elements 
can and must be a part of a good church camping program for juniors. 
·specific Conclusions 
The following specific conclusions, about junior chur•ch camping 
have been reached from the information contained inthis study. 
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Importance ~ Camping prograui. A camping program is important 
to the church because it provides many opportunities of Christian 
education that the church cannot achieve through its regular program. 
It provides an opportlmi t y for the development of the whole child--
physically, mentally, socially and spirituallye This is accomplished 
through the major objectives which a good camping program offerso 
They area (1) Winning the camper to Christ; (2 ) Providing an experience 
of Christian living; (3 ) Offering an experience in outdoor living; 
(4) Developing camping skills; (5 ) Building good health; and (6 ) 
Providing fun and adventure. The rich spiritual heritage out of which 
camping has developed is preserved by the modern church camping 
movemento 
Requirements for A good camping program. Certain requisites are 
necessary to make a camping program successfule A proper camp site 
with adequa t e buildings and facilities is needed. The site should 
provide plenty of space, natural beauty and privacyo It needs t o 
have enough :buildings and equipment to a.ccomodate all campers and staff 
for the purposes of administration, eating, lodging, worship, education 
end recreationo An adequate and properly trained staff is another · 
requisite. To be aompetent for their task at camp each staff member 
should have the following qualifications• (1 ) a genuine Christian 
experience, (2 ) a knowledge of and an ability to teach the Word of 
God, (3) a genuine love of children, (4) an ability to work with others, 
(5 ) a love of the out-of-doors, (6 ) a basic knowledge of camping skill s , 
(7) a good sense of humor, and {8 ) a sound mind and healthy body. 
The church camp needs to employ at least the following staff members 
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to function successfully: (1) a camp director, (2) a business manager, 
(3) enough babin counselors so that each counselor has charge of only 
eight or ten campers , (4) a camp nurse, (5) a camp cook and {6) 
possibly a maintenance man. An explicit and detailed camp program of 
activities is needed for the staff to fulfill the objectives of the camp. 
In order for the camp program of activities to provide a true outdoor 
camping experience f or the junior and also contain the evangelistic 
emphasis i t has to include the following elements: (1) evangelism; 
(2 ) wo.rship; (3) use of the Bible; (4) the planned study period; (5 ) 
recreation; (6) camp craft; (7) creative activities, such as music and 
arts and crafts; and (B) sanitationo 
III SUGG!~S'riONS FOR PURTHI!r STUDY 
From this study other areas of concern to the church camp have 
been discovered. Many of these would warrant special research. 
Included are the areas of camp administration, publicity, and 
financing. Another important area of study would be a critical analy-
sis of the camp curriculum materials to see how they meet the junior's 
needs. 
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l.PPEh"TDIX 
!-s.PPF.NDI X A 
I LLUSTRATIONS OF Clu'IIP LAYOUT AND BUILDINGS AS PHOJ?OS3D BY 'llJI"H' WRITER 
A:PPEmiX A 
ILLm3TRrT IONS OF CAMP LAYOUT ANTI BUIL1HNG~i AS PROPOS8D BY THI~ Vln.ITER 
I A G ll11il} LAYOU~r MAP 
Play 
Field 
II THf~ ADMD'HSTRATION BUILDmG 
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III THg KITCHh"'N .1lli:D DINING HALL 1 
S t o r a g e 
Preparation 
Kitchen Dish 
D i n i n g A r e a 
1 Julian II. Salomon, "Camp Dining Hall--Its Location, Design,, 
Fitting," Camping Magazine, November, 1959 9 Vol. 31, Uo. s , p• 22 " 
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l Wash 
Rooms 
Lounge 
Kitchen 
IV TFL~ RECR ~AT ION LODGE 
Lobby 
1 
Athletic 
Equipment 
! 
I 
I , 
I 
. 
... .. ~ ,' 
Gymnasium 
, ....... 
I . , 
I I 
. 
' . / 
'j i 
I I I 
Stage 
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1-
Nurse .1:s 
Quarters 
V THE IN.PIRrMH.Y A.."l'D DISPENSARY 
t 
s 
-r- I 1-r-1 '~-t 
Storage Examination 
Wash 
Room 
1 Room 
T 
Dispensary 
VI l CABIN FOR Cfu'\:'iPERS 
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Waiting Room 
J 
I 
ORGA1HZATI0l'!.AL CHARTS OF 'I'FIE CAMP STAFF 
APPEN:DI B 
ORGANIZ TIO.-AL CHAR'l,S OF THE ClLliiP STAb,<! 
I TH8 ORGM IZ TION AL SET-UP OF TI 1~ JUNIOR CAY:.!P 1 
Church 
Camp Committee 
Camp Director 
I I 
Health 
and Program A ~inistratio 
Safety 
I I 
Nurse Counselors Business Manager 
I 
I I 
Campers ' taintenanc Cooks 
i I I 
Helpers 
1 As proposed by the writer in this study. 
II SUGGESTED STA:l!1F ORGANIZATION FOH A 'rYPI CAL CAMP 1 
Camp 
Director 
Health Program Business 
Director I Director I Manager 
I 
Doctor un1t I Office I Counselors Personnel 
I 
Cabin Food.u~e~-
Counselors !8~ re - Caretaker Nurse 
Program I Specialists 
f I 
l Kitchen I Cooks Hel pers Assistants 
-- ·
1Harvie J e Boorma.np "Organization of the Camp, n Administration 
of ~ Modern. Camp, Hedley So Dimock, editor 9 (New York ~ Association 
Press, 1948 ), Po 75o 
APPENDIX C 
SAMPLE DAILY SC1Lii.! DULES FOR J lJN IOR C.AM.l:'S 
Junior .9.~B 
7 t 00 
7:25 
7•30 
7:45 
8:00 
9 : 00 
9t45 
10:00 
10:35 
11 :00 
11t45 
12a00 
ltOO 
2&15 
3: 30 
4:30 
5:15 
5:45 
6:30 
7 :15 
7t30 
8 :30 
9 a00 
APPENDIX C 
SAMPL.,. DAILY SCHEDULES FOR JUNIOR CAMPS 
I S.PJdPLE DAILY CAMP SCHEDULES 1 
--General rising time (reveille ) 
--Morning limber-up time 
--Flag raising 
--Campers' quiet time 
--Breakfast 
--Cabin cleanup 
--Break 
- Class ... "Outdoors with Christtt' 
--Break 
--Do-It time 
--Mail call 
--Dinner 
--Rest hour 
--Recreation 
- ... Swimming 
--Free time - boating and handcraft 
--Supper 
--Free time - boating, letterwriting 
--Surprise hour 
--Flag lowering 
--Vesper hour 
.-Preparation for bed - cabin devotions with counselor 
--JJights out 
1
camp Directorvs Handbook, (Wheaton : Scripture Press Foundation, 
1959), P• 32. 
7•30 
8r00 
8:30 
9•15 
12al5 
1:30 
2(~0 
5•00 
5s45 
6t45 
8 t30 
II A DAY AT C~W1 
Rising 
Breakfast 
Dining room wo:rk 
Cleaning and putting camp in order 
110 
Discover3 group activities--planning for the day• 
exploration, discussion, work projects, worship~ 
play, craft activities, swimming 
Lunch 
Dining room work 
Rest 
Discovery group activities as suggested in morning 
Return to shelter to get ready for evening meal 
Evening meal 
Dining room work 
Evening activities' occasional all-camp event, such 
as campfires, games, worshipJ otherwise, discovery 
group or intergroup activities. 
Return for shelter 
Bedtime preparation 
Talk-it-over time, closing with brief worship 
Lights out .. 
1LaDonna Bogardus, Planning~ Church Camp .£.Q.!:. Juniors, 
(Chioagot National Council of the Churches of Christ, 1955), P• 25. 
12:15 
P.M. 12:30 
1:15 
5:15 
5: 30 
6tl5 
8t15 
8:50 
9:00 
III OUR DAY AT CAMP1 
Wake up 
B rea..l{f as t 
Morning Devotions 
Ka.pe rs 
Discove~J group participation 
Wash up 
Dinner 
Sta..ff Meeting 
Horizon t a l Hour 
Discovery group participation 
Wash up 
Supper 
&vening Activities 
Vespers 
Campfire 
St oryt elling 
Singt i me 
Call to Bunks 
Evening Devotions 
GOODNIGHT (All camp asleep) 
MONDAY ONLY 
A • • 9&00-11:00 Registrat ion 
Everyone in cabin or tent until every camper 
has arrived. 
12:30 Dinner 
P. M. 1:.15 Discovery group participation. Orientation of 
camp. Swim .. 
5:15 Wash up 
5a50 Supper 
6:15 Discovery group participation. Campfire. 
Pow- Wow (Let's get acquainted) 
8sl5 Call to Bunks 
8s50 Evening devotions 
9:00 GOODNIGHT (All camp asleep) 
1
schedule used by the Junior Camps 1950, Indiana Conference 
North, Evangelical United Brethren Church. 
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7:00 a.,m. 
7a30 a.m., 
8:00 a om. 
8:15 a·.-m. 
8:30 a omo 
9•15 a.m .. 
9r30 a.mo 
11:30 a.mo 
12100 noon 
12:30 p.mo 
lrl5p.m. 
2:15-3:15 p.mo 
2:15-5:15 PoTD.e 
2tl5-3t00 p.m .. 
3:00-3:45 p.mo 
3:45-4:30 p.mo 
4t30-5:15 p.m. 
5:30 p.m. 
6:00 p.m. 
6c45 p.m. 
7:00 pemo 
7:30 p.m. 
8:30 p.m. 
9t00 p .. m. 
9:30 p.mo 
IV DAILY SCHI;;DUJ~E JULY 7-14 19601 
Reveille 
Breakfast 
Morni ng Meditation 
Flag Raising 
Cabin Clean-up 
Cabin Inspection 
Morning Activity 
Recreation Swim - two cabin groups 
Bible Hour and Small group activities 
Director's Hour 
:b,ree time 
Lunch 
Rest Period 
Store Hour 
Afternoon Activities 
Swimming Lessons, Hikin·g, Crafts, Archery a.nd 
Special Activities 
First period 
Second period 
'fhird period. 
Fourth period 
Free Time 
Supper 
Flag Lowering 
Free Time 
.E.'vening Program 
Return to Cabins and Devotions 
Taps 
Counselor's Meeting 
1Junior Period, Volunteers of America Summer Camp, Sultan, 
Washington. Mr. Alfred Bohr, Director. 
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7:15 
8100 
8:45 
9:30 
9t45 
llt45 
12:15 
1115 
2:15 
5:00 
5:45 
6:00 
7r00 
7:15 
BlOO 
8:30 
8a45 
9:00 
.... 
V CA!\U' EAS:r'ER SEAL 19591 
Reveille 
J3 reakfa.s t 
Room Clean-up 
Flag Raising 
Morning Activities 
Prepare for Lunch 
Lunch 
Rest Hour 
Prepare for afternoon activities 
Free Time 
Prepare for Dinner 
Dinner 
Flag-Lowering 
.i!,ree Time 
Campfire 
Prepare for bed 
Time for bed 
Lights out. 
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1
oregon Society for Crippled Children and Adults, Inc. ~ 1135 
s.w. Yamhill Street, Portland 5, Oregano Bruce Mo Whitaker, Dir~otor. 
APPE!>ll)IX D 
SUGGESTED CURRICULUM AND PROGRAM MATERIAL 
APPENDIX D 
SUGGEST.ED CUHRICULUM AliJ'D PROGRil1jJ MA'II.mRIAL 
I lliTER-DENOMINATIO.t:UL MATERIAL 
National Council of Churches' Material, Chicago, ill• 
Davis, Louis, J\miors ,!A God's World.. Phila.d.elphiaa The 
Christian Education Press, 1954o 
Goddard, Carrie L., Learning to ~!!!!!! Otherso Nashville: 
Abingdon-Cokesbury Press, 1953. 
Venable , Mary E., God .!!i ~]A fu World. Uashville: 
Abingdon-Cokesbury Press, 1955. 
Scripture Press Foundation Material, Wheaton, ~ 
»Outdoors With Christ" Camp Curriculum 
Year One (available 1959) a How the Christian Grows. 
Year Two {available 1960) f .QQS £!. Wonders. 
Year Three (available 1961): Let's Learn~ Christ. 
II DENOMIN.t'l:TIONll.L rUTERIAL 
Judson Press Material, Philadelphia., ~ennsylvania 
Blankenship, Lois ; God 1 s Plan f or Life. 1953" 
Kruse, F. Lenore; Outdoors .illh .QQ.io 1950. 
Pineo; Caroline Co; Lois Bl~~enship, and 1~ha Jo Whitmore, 
Jf!.. ~ .!.!!h. God. 1949. 
Mennonite ~Aterial, Scottdale, Pennsylvania 
Bender, Dorothy, ttHelping Others See God through Nature; " 1958. 
Eashp Dorsey 1~ .. , "Growing as Jesus Grew, 11 1958 .. 
Eash1 Dorsey E .. , "Literature oi' the Bible, n 1958., 
Kauffman9 Maxine, ''Wei re Going to Navaho Land, 11' 1958. 
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Ass.emblies S2£ Q2.!! Material, .42! ~ Pacific Street_ Springfield; !2, 
Prospecting ,!n. God's Word. nodoo 
Vacation E!Plorationo nodeo 
Baptist Conference Pres~ Material, ~ N. Ashland, Chica,go !§., Ill. 
First Year• 
E!ElorinS" ~ Bible 
Junior Views Mis:;;ions 
Second Year: 
Christian Heroes 
Christian Living According~~ John 
Third Year: 
Junior Tackles Christian Living 
~ Bible - lli Geom;appy, Customs ~ Manners 
Free Methodist Material , Winona ~' Indiana 
Todd, Floyd and Pauline, Camping~ Early Youth. 1957. 
McKeown, Mona E., E:g>loring Truths About God anl _k .. 1958. 
III 1USC LLANEOUS JdATE:RIALS 
Bowman, Clarice Mo, Worship Ways f2£ Camp. New York s Association 
Preas, 1955o 
H. oward, Carolyn. Easy Handcraft ..£s!!: Juniorso Grand Rapids a 
Zonderva.n Publishing H.ouse, 1955), price $1.00. 
Hull, Opal. Creative Crafts for Churches. Anderson: The \Varner 
Press, 1952 .. 
MacFarlan, Allan A., , Campfire Adventure Stories., New York: 
Association Press, 1952. 
Oetting, Bae, and Mabel Otis Robison .. , Camping ~ Outdoor Cookipgo 
Minneapolis : T.s .. Denison and Company, 1958 .. 
Price, Bettyo, Adventuring 1A NAture. New Yorks National 
Recreation Association, 19:39• price $0.60 .. 
Schlenker, Elizabeth, Finding Out and Following. The United 
Lutheran Church, 1958. 
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Schroeder, Ruth~ Youth Programs ~Nature Themes. New Yorkt 
Abingdon Press, 1954o 
Treat, Dorot4y Ao Nature Program Guide. New York: National 
Audubon Society, 1952. 
i.IJ?PEJ:IWI X E 
SAiliPLE! lli~CORDS AND FORMS USJm ll'i JTT!HO.R CM1PS 
APPENDI X E 
Sill'ftPLE RECORDS AND FORI\~~; U S..:.~D TI .JUN IOR CAttr.PS 
I APPLIC ATION FOR POS I TION AS CJIJJP L:~ADER~ 
Please attach recent Date 
--------snapshot of yoursel f 
Please print answers Name Tel ephone __________________ __ 
Permanent address 
-------------------------------------·-------------------Present address ________________ ~---------------------------------------Date of birth Weight. ___ _lbs. Height _ _ _,;ft. __ in. Age ___ _ 
School at tending at present t i me ( if any ) ____________________________ __ 
Schools attendedt with year of graduation ____________________________ _ 
Experience with children, clubs, playgrounds, etc. __________________ __ 
What is your intended vocation in life ______ _________ _ 
Abilitieso Mark A for a ct i vit i es you have experience in, B for t hose 
you have a good knowledge of, and C for fair. 
lo Athletics 2. .Aquatic Sports 3o Crafts 4., Miscellaneous 
Baseball Swimming Wood Council ring 
Football ·•ater polo Leather Typewriting 
Basketball Boating Camp Journalism 
Track a.."ld field Lifesaving I.i:eta.l First aid 
Hiking 'Nature Singing 
Mass Games Arts Dramatics 
Voll ey ball Weat her Scouting 
Story-telling 
Do you pl~ any musical i ns t rament ____ If so, what ________________________ _ 
What would you like to do at ca.'llp ___ ~~---:----:---------
Salary at last camp (if any) Sal ary des ired. _______ _ 
References 
--------------------------------------------------------------------
Signature ____ . -------------------------------
1H.obert H.ubin, '.rhe !!Q.Qk of Camping, (New York: Association 
Press, 1949) , P• 29-30e 
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(page two of appl ication form) 
SURVJ~Y OJ..' }iiXPERH~NCE 
Seasons in camp as ca~par 
Year Camp Director Organization Address 
Seasons in camp as a leader or counselor 
Year Camp Direct or Organization Address 
List below the activities in which you have been in charge 
Activity Number of Seasons Full Charge or Ass 1 to 
i scuss briefly, expressing your own opinion, the fol lo i ng phases of 
CJ.Illpinga 
The duties of the counselor ar first __________________ _ 
i~at self-training, if any, did you do at the time you wer e a counselor? 
What camping courses have you taken to prepare yourself as a c~up 
leader? 
- -- ---·---- - -·-··- ---·---· ----- ----
----·--·····- --- ·- - -- --··--··-·-......... _ ..____ ,, _____________ ·----
The purposes of summer camps are ____________________ _ 
How many summers have ~ou available for camp work._ __________________ __ 
I will be free for crunp work from t o ______________________ __ 
(Write any additional comments on reverse side of t his paper) 
(Mr. ) 
II CAMP S'Pf..FE' APPLIC.NriON 1 
(V/heaton s Scripture Press :&'oundation,_ 1959) 
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Name(Mrs. ) ______________ __.Date of application 
(Miss) ·-----
Address ____ ~----~----~~~----~~--~----------~Phone ________ __ 
(street) (City) (state) 
Height~ Weight ________ _.Age ________ ~Sex._ ________ Race ______ __ 
Church affiliation Pastor __________________ _ 
1mjor church activitiea ______________________ ~~--------------·------Education:High School. _______________________ _.College. ________________ _ 
Special traininqg----------------------------------------------------
Present occupation~~--~--~~~~~--~-----~----~--------------In good health? Any Physical handicaps? __ _;Describe _ _ _____ _ 
Experience as oamper(years and places ) 
---------------------------------
Camp staff experience(yea.rs and places) 
--- -----·--------------------------Spe cial Camp responsibility ___________________ · --------------------~------
Camp posit i on desired (counselor, cook, instructor, nurse, etc~ ) _____ ___ 
With what age group(s ) do you work best?~~--------------~----~-­
In the following list, put 1 before activities you can or«anize and 
teach;£ for those in vthich you can assist in teaching; ,i for those 
with which you are slightly fruni l iar. 
GROUP AC'riVITIES 
_Bible study 
__J~issione study 
__ vocational guidance 
_ Campfire 
__ Camp Newspaper 
_ s torytell i ng 
__ Skits and stunts 
__ Treasure hunts and 
like games 
PIONEERrt~G 
_ Camp craft 
_Fishing 
_Hiking 
W ATE RFRON'J.l 
__ Aquaplaning __ Rowing 
___ Canoeing _Sai ling 
__ Diving __ Swi mming 
SPOR'rs NA'I'UP..E 
____ Archery ___ Animals 
__padminton __ Astronomy 
_Riding _Birds 
__ Riflery __!orestry 
__ softball Insects 
_Table Tennis --Plants (flowers , trees ) 
Tennis __ Rocks and minerals 
--Track and field __J~eather 
COUNSELING MUSIC 
Educational talks __ Lead singing 
Individual counse- ____ Instruments (list ) 
ling _Accordion 
_Bugle 
_Piano 
, MI$CBLL1lliBOUS . Sw:unrning cl.ass!- _J."'fonswJ.mmer 
fi cation ( oheck) 
__ Advanced __ Library 
__ Lifesaving __ 1aterskiing __ Intermediate __Jiurse 
__ Beginner __ Typing 
122 
., 
III C.i\.i\1-FB!H APPLICA1'ION FOR .ii.:N":OIJLMENT' 
Name____ _ ______ Phone ______________ _ 
Last First Middle 
Address ___ _ 
No., Street Zone City State 
Age Grade (next fall ) __ ~ ___ High School-:------ ·-----=--
Weight Height Ever been away from home overnight? 
Yes No 
---------:----~-----:--~-----------:--~--------~-----Ever lived i n a group outside of home? Yes No Prefers to play with 
younger or older children? How many siste:;;";? ___ ~-----
How many brothers? How many summers spent at camp? _____ _ 
Any physi cal disabilities ? Yes ___ No ___ If so, describe ______ _ 
Any other particular problems of heal th? Yes___po ___ I f so, describe ___ 
What would you like your child to get fro¢ camp? ____________________ __ 
Why is he or she coming to camp? __________________ _ 
Opt ional: Religious preference? ___ ----------------
Race or nationality?--------------------
To be ~~swered by your child: 
1 
a . Vhy are you coming to this camp? ___________ _ 
b ., As far as possible you should have a choice of cabin-
mates. We cru1not promise to please everyone, put we t~. 
c . Interest an~ experience in the following• (check) 
1. Arts and Crafts 
2e Canoeing and boating 
:3. Damatica 
4o Hiking 
5.. l!1olk and square dancing 
6o Games and sports 
7~ Archery 
8. Mus ic 
9· Nature 
10. Overnight camping 
11. Cookouts 
12. Swimming 
13. Other Activities 
(List all ) 
Signiture of parent or 
guardian 
Lewis Reiman, The Successf:u!,. C&m...h. (Ann rbors The University 
of Michi gan Press, 1958')':"' 
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l'V CAMPER API)LICA'riON PORM 1 
CAMPKR AY.m ..T.PAIDlNTS: Please fill out this f orm together, 
Name----------------------·--------------------------------------------ADDRESS ___________________________ T. elephone __________________________ _ 
Date of birth~-----------------------------------------------------
Grade in school j ust completed. ________________________________________ __ 
Adults living in home. Please give full name . 
Father ________ __ 
Mother 
Others~(-sp_e_c_i_f~y--r-el~a-t_i_o_n_s_h-ip~)-------------------------------
Names and ages of brothers,--------------------------------------------
Names and ages of sisters 
-----------------------------------------
Occupation of father (or guardian) 
------------------------------------Occupation of mother, i f employed outside of home ______________________ ~ 
Church s chool attended by camper __________ _ 
Pastor----------------------------------------------------~----------Address ____________________________________________________________________ _ 
Sunday church s chool teache~ 
-------------------------------------------Address __________ --_____________________________________________ __ 
Has camper been to camp before?----------~--~---------------------------
Where? __ ~---~----------------------~~en? _________________________ __ 
For how long? ______ ~--------------------------------------------
Remarks about experience---------------------------------------------
Signature of camper 
~~--~----,is enclosed to apply on re-
gistration fee. 
Signed (parent or guardian) 
Please at tach small photograph 
or snapshot if available. Please send with check to•-------------------
Reverse side to be f illed in by parent 
or guardian: 
Time of arrivalr ____ Bus Train Private car _______________________ _ 
Remarks: Include a.ny information which you , feel will help in under-
standing your child. 
1 LaDonna Bogardus , Planning ~ Church Camp) .£2.!:. Juniors,. (Chicago,, 
National Council of the Churches of Christ, l955 , po 77• , 
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V CMt."P fr'lED ICAL 
(Camp Volasuca , Sultan, Washington) 
Dear Ca.-1 pert 
You will need to fill out this 
folder if you are to attend camp this 
summer. The FIRST section can be 
filled out by you and your parents or 
guardians. The SECOND section by the 
doctoro The THIHD section by the camp 
doctor or nurse when you are at campo 
My name is~-------------------------My address is ______________________ __ 
Town Phone __ ~--~-----
I am Years old. I have trouble 
~ith :-rGheck- Give year if possible) 
____ Diabetes ___ Abscessed ear 
____ Bronchitis ___ Upset Stomach 
___ Convulsions ___ Frequent colds 
__ Sore Throat _ Kidney trouble 
Lung Trouble ___ Sinus infection 
Tuberculos i s ___ Rheumatic fever 
I have had: Give Year ___ Measels 
_ umps_.'lhooping cough 
_Diptheria_Poliomyeli tis 
___ Chickenpox ___ Scarlet Fever 
Other disea.ses. ________ -r--~-
I have had ' t rnunization teats= (year) 
___ Schick ___ Typhoid ___ Smallpox 
_Diptheria_Polio_Tetanus 
_ l{looping cough_Tuberculin 
Any operations? ____________________ __ 
Foods I cannot eat=---------
Why?~----~--------~~~--~~~~ Parent, is Camper subject to: Fainting, 
allergies, sleep wal king, bedwetting, 
and others, to what extent? __________ _ 
Signature~~------~------~--------­(P.qrentfguardian) 
(To be filled in by Doctor-not 
more than one week before oamp) 
Date Weight _____ _ 
Height ____ _ 
COMMENT - TREATMENT 
GENERAL 
CONDITIONs 
POSTURE: 
EARS*HEARllm: 
DISCHARGEs 
EYES*V'!SION 
DISCHARGE : 
THROAT: 
TONS ILS: 
TiiJgTH : 
HEART: 
PULS..:.~ PJ:IYTm~: 
BLOOD 
PRESSURE r 
I1UNGS' 
CF..ZC'T X*RAY 
Al3DOT4EN : 
H ~RNIAc 
FEET: 
§fl~~£~=-----------------------SKIN: 
ATHLSTE 1 S FOOT : 
URINE a 
BLOOD: 
H1i:MOGLOBIN: 
Reaction to penicillin or other 
drugs .~------------Doctors Signature __________ __ 
Address 
----------------------
{continued on next page ) 
CAMP HEALTH R.~CORD 
List routine t rea tments required auring camp period e ogo » f ur ther 
examination, special f oods , me di cines , injections. 
Recor of Illness or Accident s 
Dat ~ Comment Treatment 
Record medical reimbursement claims o 
Nurses' Signature: 
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(To be returned before opening date of camp) 
l ame of Camper 
-----------------------------
Age __________________ _ 
Name of Parent 
--------~-----------
Telephone ________________ __ 
Address 
------------------~(~p-e-~-n-a_n_e_n_t~)~-
(summer) --
In case of accident of illness, notify_. --~------
The above-named camper has had those illneS!39S checked in the 
following listo 
_Asthma 
_Tonsilitis :: 
___ Sinus trouble 
......__:'Scarlet F'ever 
___ Rheumatic Fever 
_Appendicitis 
_ Chicken Pox 
_Mumps 
___ German Measles 
_Bed-wetting 
___ Sleep-walking 
_Hay Fever 
Frequent colds 
Discharging ear 
_Tuberculosis 
__ piphthex·ia. 
_J;pilepsy 
_Measles 
_Whooping 
_Infantile 
Paralysis 
___ Recent illness 
___ Operations for 
or the following vaccines and toxoids, the above-named camper has 
been given those checked: 
___ Tetanus Antitoxin 
___ iVhooping Cough Vaccine 
___ Typhoid Vaccine 
___ Tetanus Toxoid 
___ Diphtheria Toxoid 
___ Smallpox Vaccine 
Information and suggestion.e regarding special conditions s _____ _ 
To the best of my knowledge, the above-n&1ted camper is in good 
health and has not been exposed to any infectious disease in the past 
three weeks .. Date ____________________________ _ 
(Signature of parent) 
(To be filled in by Medical Doctor) 
The above-named camper is in good health, is not suffering from 
any illness, and is physically and mentally able to participate in 
camp activi tieso 
Recommenda.tions 1 
--------------------------------------~------------
Date (Signature of Physician) 
-----Telephone ________ __ ( Address ) 
1Hedley s. Dimock (edo ) , Administration $t~ Modern Camp, 
(New York: Association Press, 1948), P• l40e 
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Name of Institution~-----------------------------------------------
Submitted by __________________________ Department __________________ __ 
Plans for (activity) Date. _______ _ 
1. ML~T OBJECTIVES DO YOU HOPE TO REACH lll THIS ACTIVITY? 
2. .VIRAT Rl<~SOURCES, }J1ATERIALS Al-qD EQUII>}.fl-;;NT Vi' ILL YOU NEED TO CARRY 
OUT TRESE PLANS? 
'· PROCEDURE (step by step--continue on back if necessary) 
1Progra.m Planning Sheet used by counselors of the Camp 
Volasuca, Sultan, Washington, 
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VIII SPECIAL TRIPS1 
1. For cook-outs and over-night camping. 
2. Make out in duplicate. 
;. Turn in to Camp Direct or 24 hours before departuree 
Counselor _________________________________ Cabin Group ______________ __ 
Helper (if any) ___________ ___.No. in Group ______ _ 
Date of Departure--------------------~~Hour of Departure ________ __ 
One meal cook-out-Br eakfast _____ .Lunch~ __ J, Dinner _____ ,sack Lunch ____ • 
Two or more meals (number of meals ) 
Breakfasts 
·---
Lunches 
---
Dinners. __ _ 
Special trip, no meals, state destination 
------------------------------------
Over night location-----------------------------------------------------
Transportation needed·-------------
Date of return Hour of return(approxo) 
--------
Food neededs (List what kind and amount ) 
Kind Amount 
Equipment needed: (list) 
Article Number Returned 
Signature of Counselor _____________________________________________________ ___ 
Signature of Camp Director _______________________________________________________ ___ 
1 
Alfred Bohr, formv.la.ted f or Camp Volasuca, Sultan, Washington, 
1960., 
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IX COUNSELOR9 S !~~PORT 1 
Child' s Name Date __________________ __ 
Has child been problem If so explai n in detail on backo 
Is camper neat or car eless with personal habit s; Teeth, clothes; 
Manners and behavior at table ________________________________________ _ 
General Health._ __________________________ _.See Nurse ________________ _ 
Any special interest or ability ____________________________________ __ 
Has camper been aggressive or backward:-----------------
Improved Mix wel l with group Special friend:_ ______ _ 
Get along well with counselors Brother or sister ____________ _ 
Does camper show or do the following: Sulk Lie Tease ________ __ 
Swear Smoke Overcritical Steal Selfish Gossip__._ 
Show-off Boisterous Boastful Unco-operative ______ Lazy ____ __ 
Bossy Dictatorial Irresponsible S~-reliant ____________ __ 
Obedient Good sport Mature __ _ 
Decision for Christ. _______________________ Growth._ _________________ __ 
Please add in your own words your personal impression of this camper 
and what you think might be done t o help this childo .Also, anything 
else you may wish to say. 
1Form filled out by the cabin counselor on each camper at the 
close of camp. Camp Volasuca, Sultan, Washington. 
X CAMPER EVALUATION 
(to be completed by counselor at end of camp ) 
(Whea.tonz Scripture Press Foundation, 1959) 
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Dear Pastor ___ ______ ; Here 1 s a report on._ _________ .. 
He (She) attended Camp _____ _.from.___ __ to ___ , 196 _______ .. 
This status and progress report should help you better understand and 
guide him (her)o Please pass this form on t o his (her) Sunday School 
teachero ( If the camper doesn't attend Sunday School, we suggest that 
-----------------------------------------------------------------0 Counselor making report. __________________ ~Date __________________ _ 
Campers street address _________________________________________ __ 
City _____________________ ~State. __________ ~Phone __________________ __ 
Age ______ Grade this fall ____ ~Sex._ ____ ~Raoe ________________________ _ 
Did assigned Bible work Yea _ _ No_ Used to being away Yes.:.:.__ No_ 
Reads Bible on his own from home 
Tells others about the Lord 
Growing in faith 
Athletically incl ined 
Sense of inferiority 
Critical , fault-
finding 
Easily discouraged -
Tries to domineer 
St~nger qualities. ____________________________ _ 
Weaker qualities __________________________________________________ __ 
Main interests·------------------------------------------------------
Physical disabilities or health problems (if any) __________________ _ 
Skills developed during camp 
Swimming classification: Adv&nced ___ Intermediate ___ Beginner ________ _ 
Nonswimmer_ 
Spiritual decision (s) made at camp (what and when) __________________ __ 
Apparent results of my personal oounselin~--------------------------
My opinion of camper's present spiritual status ______ . ______________ _ 
(Any additional comments on back of this sheeta ) 
APPENDIX F 
MISC1!~LLA1TEOUS ITEMS OF INTERii:ST FOR JUN IOR CAilflPS 
.IU?PI~D IX F 
MISCELLANEOU~3 rrgMS Oli' INTEREST :!!"'OR JUNIOR CAMPS 
I THE VALUE OF JUNIOR C.t\MPS 
The following two letters were recieved by the Volunteers of 
America Summer Camp in Sultan, Washington• from mothers whose junior 
age youngsters had enjoyed a summer camping experience. They show 
how important a role the camp has played in the life of the junior. 
Letter !!2,o 1 
It is entirely my fault that •rerry' s "Thank you lettertt has 
taken so long to reach you, but I wa..11ted to enclose a little 11 thank 
you letter" of my own, ••• 
The reason for Terry's note, in the first place, was because 
of the terrible let down he felt the first night back from camp. I 
know Terry doesn't show his feelings much and is d.ifficul t to under-
stand, so probably you are not quite sure whether or not he enjoyed his 
camping experience, and this letter is to let you know how very much 
he did enjoy it, ru1d how greatly he has benefited from it as well. 
All the way home he very excitedly told us all the fun he had 
had, but as we began to get near home that evening he grew very quiet 
and seemed unhappy and at bedtime he practically ran to his room,ooo 
The next morning he seemed back to normal , and spent the day 
telling all his friends all about camp and how much fun he had had.oo• 
I suggested we might be able to incorporate some of the things 
they did:".at camp into our home, as it ia his home too, after elle So 
now we have 9a00 a.m. inspection, with a little yellow lamb flower 
vase going to the neatest room and a little ceramic turtle going to 
the messiest. So far, Terry has been keeping the lambe We also have 
the "Horizontal Club" after lunch, and Terry reads us a storyo 
Also Terry has been telling all the kids around here that it 
isn't nice to swear (and boy, they sure used to use some terrible 
language)--but no more (at least I haven't hea.rd any)--he seems to 
have reformed the entire block on this, which is remarkable. l never 
swear myself, ~~d even when kids don•t hear these words at home, they 
will try them just the same when they hear the other kids use them, and 
think it's smart, and Terry was no exception. I had tr:i.ed in vain to 
tell-him why this was wrong, but this did not stop him. I also tried 
in vain to tell him 1hy going to Sunday School was importand but he did 
not see it that way I just wasn't getting thru to him~-but you really 
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did , and I'm so gratefuleoooOn the way home from camp he told me 
he wants to be a Christian, and wants to be sure to go to Sunday 
School the next Sunday., So I got on the phone and arranged a ride and 
last Sunday we all went to the Methodist Church here in Edmonds and 
plan to do ao every Sunday. He said he wants to take the "upward road 
or trail" .. 
I have been mru{ing weekly visits to a psychologist at the 
Family Society in Seattle--because I realize Terry is emotionally 
disturbed a...-nd is not norma.l in his actions (being so quiet, unhappy, 
grim, etce ) he keeps his thoughts to himself and his feelings too 
much to himselfeo••I have been having one hour weekly visits now 
since January and feel I've made progress , and Terry is so much more 
normal than ever before in his life--but still he is quiet and shows 
little emotiono That night he returned from camp, he really let loose, 
for the first time in his life, and poured out all his feelings and 
didn't hold back any e~d I felt badly f or him, aYl.d yet I realized too 
how much better this was than the way he used to be 9 keeping all these 
things bottled up inside. We were closer that night than we ever have 
been, and. are becoming closer now every day, now that the shell has 
final ly been cracked. And I think his camping experience and knowing 
someone like you, have helped bring this abouto 
And of course in so many other ways it has helped too, and 
"Thanks" or "I'm grateful" just aren • t adequate. A very much wiser, 
kinder, and more thoughtful and more reverent boy returned to us, after 
just one week at your wonderful camp. This change is nothing less 
than a real miracle. 
In our prayers, you can be sura we will all thank GOD for all 
the wonderful people who make such a wonderful experience possibleo 
God bless you all, 
Letter No. l. 
MY son David L went to your camp last summero He had a 
wonderful time and came home a new boyo It did him so much good. 
I 1ve an eleven year old daughter, I would love to have go this year. 
I know it would do her as much good as it did Davido Linda has never 
been away from home and we've lived in the city all of her lifeo Miss 
Dorothy ll encouraged me grea.tly last year to let her go. But it 
was the first time f or David and I didn't know the good that would come 
Of itoOO'!' 
If Linda is permitted to go I would like f or her to go to 
"Junior Camp" o o •• 
II RUJJES E'OR ~Wi i.MMING 1 
1. Patrons should be required to take showers before entering pool 
or pool area.. 
2u Women bathers should be requested to wear bathing caps at pool. 
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Bobby pins will not be worno 
3., Patrons with open sores, and / or any infectious disease, such as 
athlete's foot, are not permitted in the pool or pool areao 
4o No smoking in pool area. 
Sv No eating in pool area.. 
6o Profanity, improper behavior, and vulgar remarks are forbidden. 
7. Running ri thin the pool area is for·bidden. 
8. Shallow diving into 2 1/ 2 or ; feet of depth is forbidden. 
9. Ducking, splashing, as well aa other harmful acts of horse-play 
are strictly forbidden. 
lOo Only one person is allowed on diving board or platform at one 
time. 
11. All glass and glass containers are prohibited, wi t l l not one 
exception. 
12o Balla, innertubes, water wings and artificial swimming aids, are 
allowed in the pool only at the discretion of the Life Guard. 
13 o All g}~astics are prohibited. 
14. Spitting, spouting water, blowing nose into water, are acts that 
are strictly forbidden . 
15o Only proper swimming attire will be worn in pool area. 
16. All swimmers will visit the rest-room before entering watero 
17. Sunten oil and/ or lotion are stri ctly forbidden. 
18o No one enters swimming area without checking in and obtaini ng 
~ermission of staff member in charge. 
19. 1Ul swimming is to be done with a 'tbuddy11 of the same swimming 
ability. 
20 . All signals must be immediatly obeyed. 
21. All persons must check in and out of pool with staff member in 
charge. 
22o Instructions from Life Guard must be immediately obeyedo Hefusal 
will result in suspension of pool privileges. No one is to 
distre,ct the attention of Guard by conversation or play. 
23. Any person who makes a false .cr y for help will be immediately sent 
from the water and his pool privileges suspendedo 
1 Rules used at Camp Yolasuca, Sultan, Washington. 
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III THIS J OB OF CAMP cmnrsELING 
with pointers - by Eunice Russ ell 
Camp counseling is different from almost e:ny other type of Christian 
work.. Basically, the counselor is a full-time companion to the camper,. 
and in a large measure becomes the young camper's pattern in behavior~ 
The counselor ma.y never know t o what extent his life and habits will 
help in the shaping of the future lives of his young chargeso 
Eunice Russell, nationa~ camp secretary for Pioneer Girls gives in the 
following paragraphs some pGinters for camp counselorso 
Relationship to Jesus Christ 
-How you speak of and to your Heavenly Father will be closely 
watched and copied 
-Campers will be quick t o notice the difference it makes that you 
belong to Jesus Christa 
Your appearance 
-Dress neatly; keep olean and tidy quarters. Your camper's habits 
will reflect yourso 
-Greet campers with a friendly smile, no matter how you may feel 
inwardlyl 
-Have courteous t abla manners. 
Your attitudes 
-Of loyalty to the camp -- •tgriping" is a contagious disease so 
avoid it. Obey t he rules even though you do not understand them. 
-Of selfishness--your time is not your own. Personal pleasure 
must come last. 
-Take time for the most trivial concerns of each camper. 
-Of emotional response--your rea$ion to surprise, danger or irri-
tation will be closely observed. Can it bear scrutiny? 
Your enthusiasm 
-You will have to genuinely enjoy outdoor life and all that goes 
with it. o • the lack of privacy and. '1 roughing it" o 
-Your attitude must be one of 11 Let 1 s 11 rather than 11 Go do it 11 o 
-You must love kids., ... not just as eternal souls for whom you are 
responsible by a sense of duty" ""obut for themselves., 
Your relationships with other staff members 
-You will develop friendships with all the staff and seek to learn 
from each one., 
-You will become well -acquainted with the directors - what they 
expect of you, the type of program• policies and standards of the 
camp - i n order to fit smoothly into the total picture. 
-You will use free time wisely. 
Your relationshi ps with campers 
-You will have a personal interest in and concern for each camper 
under your care , at the sane time being friendly with every campero 
-You are their guide 11 not boas , and open to their suggestions. 
-You are outgoing, approachable, friendly, easy to talk to. You 
keep your word and their confidances o 
Yes, you are all of these things to your oamper 11 because tha love of 
Christ constrains you to live, not for yourself, but for these for 
1hom He died • ., • ., as their camp counselor. 
--Moody \1onthly 
